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SYNOPSIS 

Formative time lags (FTL's) have been measured in 

low pressure hydrogen discharges under both low and high 
overvoltages. 

The low overvoltage experiments were conducted in 

the range 40 (E/p t( 250 V(cm.mm Hg)-1 J and were designe~ 
to investigate the relative importance of the secondary 

processes which could be active in the considered dis

charges. Results from four experimental tubes are pre

sented, the later tubes having evaporated gold electrodes 

and a variable inter-electrode distance. The hydrogen 

was prepared by the electrolysis of barium hydroxide 

solution, and was purified by passing it through two 

palladium osmosis tubes in series. Davidson's approximate 
theory of the temporal growth of discharges was used to 

analyse the experimental results, and it was found that 

the cathodic photon process was the predominant secondary 

process under all the experimental conditions considered, 

accounting for at least 60% of the secondary action. A 

preliminary curve of the FTL vs. inter-electrode distance, 
for constant E/p, pd and overvoltage wes obtained for one 
of the tubes. 

The high overvoltage experiments were quite dis

tinct from the lower overvoltage exeriments, FTL's being 

obtained of the order of nano-seconds, about two orders 

of magnitude lower than in the lower overvoltage experi

men~s. The primary ionization process is sufficient to 

explain some very short FTL's but some secondary pro

cesses have also to be considered to explain others. The 

high space charges developed in the ini~al avalanche was 

seen, in general, to retard the avalanche growth, and to 

make the value of the primary ionization c~fflcient 
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within the gap less certain. Using three experimental 

tubes having different inter-electrode distances, the 
effects of varying pressure and inter-electrode distance 

on the grolvth of the discharge could be studied at a given 

E/p; also, the effect of a change in E/p at constoAt 

pressure was studied for the three inter-electrode 

distances. 
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CHAPTER 1 

ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN OF GASES AT LOW 

PRESSURES IN UNIFORM FIELDS 

1.1 Introduction. 

Gases are known to behave as almost perfect 

electrical insulators, and, under different conditions as 

almost perfect electrical conductors. The transition 

between these two states has been, and still is, a 
fruitful area of investigation. The experimental tech

niques available, however, in some early investigations 
are not now considered adequate, and hence some of those 

early experiments are at present being repeated and 

extended, in an attempt to obtain a fuller understanding 

of the physical processes involved in the transition. 

In this first chapter, a brief review is given of 

some of the experiments, conducted at low gas pressures 

and under static uniform field conditions,which hcve been 

performed in this transition region. Particular emphasis 

is given, where appropriate, to the experimental work in 

hydrogen, the gas used in the present investigation; and 

further, attempts are always oade to interpret the 

observed phenomena (such as current growth), in terms of 

fundamental atomic processes. 

1 .2 The production of electrical currents between the 

electrodes of e discharge gap. 
Consider a pair of plane parallel electrodes in a 

gas, with a potential difference of say 100 V maintained 

between them. If the cathode is illuminated with ultra

violet light, photo-electrons will be produced which will 
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be accelerated across the gap towards the anode. On their 

way to the anode, these electrons will collide with gas mole

cules. which lie along their path; such collisions ::lay be 

elastic or inelaatic. 

When an elastic collision takes place with a 

rnolec~le, that particular molecule doeo not have its 

internal str~cture changed) but it is sinply accelerated, 

while the electron which strikes the Dolecule loses a 

m::all aDO;,~i1t of enerGY (on average an amount 2rn/M, where 

m is the aass of the electron, M is the aaes of the gas 

molecule, M being much greater than m). It is thus 

apparent that since the electron loses sach a small acoupt 

of energy in elastic collisions, it Day well be capable 

of bein£ accelerated until it haa quite a sUbstantial 

aeount of energy. 

If the electron can ~uire sufficient energy, it 

cay well have an inelastic collision with a gas molecule. 

In such collisions, t~e electron gives up some of its 

kinetic energy, which is converted into the potent.lal 

energy necessary to ionize or exclt~ the gas molecule. 

Actually the probability that an electron can excite or 

ionize a gas molcculc 1 varies very much with the energy 

of the clcctron l and when the electron enerzy only equals 

eV I or cVi (th~se are the excitation energy a~d the 
ex 

ionization enercy of the conaid.::red zas molecule respe~t-

Ivcly), it can be shovlll (1) that the probability of 

excitation or ionization iD zero. 

Townsend (2) described how these initial photo

electrons, or primary electrons as they are frequently 

called, arc Multiplied as they cross, the. gap. He defined 

a coefficient, a, the prinery ionization coefficient, 

which is the nm:1!:>cr of new electronD formed by a single 

electron movinG 1cn in the direction of the applied field. 
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Thus if N electrons are considered to be moving in the 
x 

direction of the field, N ~.dx electrons will be formed x 
in a distance dx. Integration fro~ x=o (the cathode) to 

x=c (the anode) yields the expression 

(for a given alp, sce bclow) •• 1 

where No is the number of electrons in the cloud which 

leave the cathode, and N iD the number at a plane, a 

distance d from the cathode; while I is the photo-o 
electric current at the cathode, and I is the current at 

the plane a distance d from the cathode. Equation (1) 

shows that I is dependent on 1 0 ; if 10 falls to zero, I, 

too, falls to zero. 

Having seen how the initial photo-electrons ~ay 

be multiplied cxponentially as they cross the gap when a 

cooparatively low voltaee is applied, it is useful to 

consider fig 1 showin~ the current,I,obtained as the gap 

voltage is furt~er increased. Three major regions of this 

"discharge spectrum" are apparent: these are the Townsend 

pre-breakdown region, the glow discharge reeion and the 

arc discharge region. The voltage V3 is celled the 

sparking potential (usually dcnotea by Vs), which for 

hydroeen is always somewhat ereater than about 300 V, and 

once it has been reached the gap volta~e falls. The 

current finally attained is linited only by the external 

circuit and is quite independent of 1
0

• 

:Quation 1 describes the current ~rowth obtained by 

the action of only the prinary ionization process, when 

the current I is always dependent on 1
0

• In order that 

the current, I, ~ay become self-maintained (as it does 

once V has been reached), it io apparent that some other s 
ionization process must becone active which has the effect 
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of maint~ining the number of electrons which pass between 

the electrodes. i.e. for every electron lost from the 

discharge another is produced within the gap. There are, 

in fact, several processes which Day act, called collect

ively "secondary ionization processes". 

In order to examine t~e growth of current across 

the gap under conditions w~en both primary and secondary 

ionization processes may be active, one cay investigate 

the growth of current, I, as the inter-electrode distance, 

d, is increased, while the electric field, E = V/d, is 

maintained constant. To do this, it is necessary that E 
may be specified precisely, and this implies that the 

-8 -2 current density across the gap must not exceed 10 A.cm 

(24). Further, in order that the results of any such 
investigations may be useful, it is essential that the 

mean energy of the electrons remains constant, and this 

may be achieved by ensuring that the ratio electric field 

to gas pressure (=Z/p), is maintained a constant. Invest

igations of this nature have been conducted for a number 
of years (2,3,4). 

Fig 2 shows the shape of typical current growth 

curves, I being plotted on a logarithm scale against d. 

The straight part of the curve has been attributed to the 

priuary ionization process described by equation 1, and 

the upcurving part explained as an increase of ionization 

due to second~ry processes. It has been shown, however, 

that this convenient explanation is not quite correct (5,6) 

as secondary processes are active even on the linear part 

of the curve, the effect of the secondary processes being 

to increase its slope. Analyses have been devclopcG (5,6), 

to correct these Dlopes for secondary effects. ~hen the 

curve becomes vertical, the current tending to infinity 

for a finite d (=d , the sparking distance), t~e eap s 
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breaks down and the current becomes self ~aintained. 
The equation 

I = I 
o 1 ~r: ea(d-do)_ ~ 

•••••• (2 ) 

at a given E/p represents the whole curve. w/a is known 

as the "generalised secondary ionization coefficient" (7), 

and do is the distance that an electron moves before it 
acq~ires the mean energy corresponding to the stated E/p. 

w/a is defineC: as being the number of secondary electrons 

created per ionizing collision in the gap. 

It can bc seen from fig 2 that different curves 

are obtained for different values of the parameter E/p, 

i.e. for different values of the mean energy ef ti~e 

electrons.. TOl'lnsend first showed that alp is actually 
a function of E/p, and by assuming that allelectrons J 

wh03e energy was greater t:1an the ionization energy of t~e 

gas molecule with which the clectr()n collided" did 

actually ionize that gas molecule, he was able to show 

ti.1at (S) 
E 

: = A~e-B.i, (A and B are constants)~.(3) 

Later workers in the field have attempted to refine this 
equation to mnke it more generally applicable to gas 

discharges. Eme16us et al assumed that the electrons 
followed a Maxwellian distribution and obtained quite 

good agreement with ex~erimental values for air, hydrosen, 
oxygen ~lDd n1 trogcn (9); more recently f:.lrther atte,_-pts 

have been made to derive an even more valid theoretical 

rclutionship between alp nnd E/p (10). 

Having seen that there are two dist1:nct classes 

of ionization processes which are active in any actual 

gas dischargc~ namely the pricary process and the 
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secondary processes, and having examined the role of the 

primary process, it is nO\/ necessary to discuss the 

secondary ionization processes, i.e. the processes which 

are necessary for a discharee gap to be a~le to break 

~own, whenever a sufficiently high voltage is applied 

across the electrodes. 

1.3 Secondary ioniZation processes, 

1.3a Introduction, 

There are three agencies which can produce second

ary electrons wit~in the gap. These are positive ions, 

photons, and excited or oeta-stable atoms. Each of these 

agencies could act within the gas itself, or at the cath

ode, thus resulting in six proccsaes w~ich would be 

theor~tically possible in any ectuel discharge. In this 

section these six possible processes are considered, an~ 

their relative importance in the type of work discussed in 

this thesis examined. It is convenient to deal with the 

gaseous processes and the cathodic processes separately. 

1.3b G&oeo~s processes, 

1. Ionization by ~ositivc ion collisibns with gas atoms 

anci ::lOlecules. 
This Gcseous ionization process was thought to be 

the very ?redominant scconcary process active whenever a 

gap breaks down, by Tovlngend and his school. In 1922, 

however, Holst ond Oostcrhuis (11) found for the first 

time that for any given ees, the spar~ing potential vcried 
considerably when the c~thorlc surface was changed. This 

'tas the flrot indicetion that the cathode played any 

really giintf icent rote in de tcl·~i.ning any discharge pc-ra.

meter:>, and it wen inferred: of course I that i'l/a. wao 

dcpen~cnt also on the cathode and not wholly on the ens 

aD W~f3 once thouzht. 
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Following this discovery expcrinents were conduct

ed to establish whetter positive ion collisions with gas 

8to~s and colecules co~ld, in fact produce secondary elec

trons; nnd further, the early experiments invcatieating 

this ~roceSG were analysed and soon shown to be unreli&)le 

(12). In 1929 the process was shown to be a possible one 

when Sutton (13) usinB positive ions of potassium (whose 

energy was in the r~ngc 230eV to 750cV) did, in fact, 

ionize atoms of neon and argon. Later he wes able to 

extend his studies, and he found that the positive ions of 

caesiun, rUbidium, potGssium, sodium and lithium (in a 

similar energy range) , could ionize the gas atoms of 

argon,ncon and heliun. Later work by Verney (14) has also 

confirmed that this secondary process is indeed a valid 

one for some ato~ic gascs, though all the positive ions 

needed a minimum energy of about 60eV for t~eir effect to 

be detectable. 

Efforts have been made to extend these e~periments 

to the molecui~r gases. All attempts, however, to produce 

secondary electrons have always failed with positive ions 

of energy up to about 400eV, and Loeb states (15) that 

ionization does not occur "for nolecular gases below 500eV 

of energy per ion". 7he energy of the positive ions found 

1n low pressure hydr05cn discharges cen only be a very 

s~all fraction of this value, and hence it can be conclu

ded that in hydrogen, under the conditions encountered in 

the present investigation, ionization of gas nolecules by 

positive ions does not take place in any detectable 

quantity. 

2. Photoionization of gas atons a~d oolecules. 

A photon of frequency v can ionize a gas atom if 

hv~ Ei' where Ei is the ionization energy of the atone 

Unlike electrons, however, which need energies considerably 
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greeter than the atom's ionization energy to ionize that 

atoM, a photon has ita nuxinurn probability of ionization 

when hy = Ei- A photon can also ionize an atom if its 

energy is only a little below Ei (16). 

In pure gases, any photons emitted from that eas ~ 

a result of a transition from an excited state to the 

ground state, cannot have enough energy to ionize a si~i

lar gas atom, since the ionization energy is obviously 

greater than any of the possible excitation enersies, end 

thus it can be assumed that in low pressure hydrogen 

discharGes photo-ionization is not a permissable secon

dary io~ization process. 

In 0as mixtures, however, this process can be of 

supreme importance. If a photon from gas A, say, had 

enerzy (hV)A' where (h~)A Is greater than (EL)S, the 
ionization energy of gas B, then the photon frOD ~QS A, 

can ionize gas B. This process is an essential constit

uent of the streamer breakdown theory, but as has already 

been stated it is not possible in pure simple eases. 
3. Ionization by excited ato~s or mctastable a~o~B 

colliding with &es atoms and ~olecules. 
Atoms in the norDal excited state have a lifetime 

of about 10-Baec, a~1 hence it is extremely unlikely that 
they could produce any significant nur-bers of secondary 

electrons by collision with gas atons, since relatively 

only very few of them would collide while in the excited 

state. In some instances, however, 3econdary electrons 

have been produced in this wcy, cnd perhaps the classic 

experiments in this field have been carried out by ~urio 

(17), who worked with Q mercury, thallium vapour nixture. 

These collisions ovthe second kind (where the 

potential energy of one atom becomes the eneruy necessary 

to ionize another gas aton), though not very comnon with 
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normally excited ato~s, are quite possible when atoms in 

the metastablc state are co~sideredo Electrons in a meta

stabl~~~~evirtuallY unable to fall to the ground state in 

the usual way with the eDission of a quantum of radiation, 

but give up their metastable state energy when they 

collide with other eas ato~s. Jecause of this, they 

frequently :1ave lifetimes as long as 10-l sec • The ion

ization of ~es atoms by atoms in this Detestable state is 

very important in some gas mixtures, the process being 

called the Penning effect (lJ). An example of this effect 

iD the ionization of argon ato~s by cetastable neon atoms, 

Ne + A = Ne + A+ + e m 

In pure geoes metastables Can collide with each 

other a~d produce secondary electrons in reactions such 

+ He + He = He + He + e m m 
as 

In general this type ofuaction iD not of any real signi~ 

icance, though it has been detected in the positive column. 

Thus in some instances metastables can produce 

important effects. In pure gases they are generally 

unimportant, but in gas mixtures they can be very import

ant if the energy of the metastable state iD greater than 

the ionization enerr,y 0; a different gas atom present in 

the mixture. Hydrogen of course has no suitable oetasta~ 

le states available, and hence t~is ionization process is 

0: no relevance to a pure hydrogen diSCharge. 

1.3e Ccthodic processes 

1. Electron eQission by positive ion bombardment of the 

cathode. 

A positive ion ~oving in an electric field 

possesses both kinetic energy and potential energy, and 

hence it is quite conceivable that it can give up eit~er 

for~ of this energy on impact with the cathode surface, 
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and se release a secondary electron froc that surface. 

Conoider a positive ion moving in on electric field 

at thermal velocities_ At ~hese low velocities its energy 
will be predominantly potontiel ~nergy, and under these 
conditiDns there are two pcssibl~ processes which could 

result in this energy being given up and an electron being 

ejected from the cathode. These arc: 

(i) An Auger' tl~g.n6iti.<?.~.: This reaction is shown in 

fiS 3 (part "a"). The e~ectric l'ield of the slow coving 

positive ion cintorto the potential barrier at the cathode 

surface with the regult that el~ctrona are able to tunnel 

through from the upper Fermi level. ?rom the diagram it 

is clear two electrons arc involved at the sane time; on~ 

goes to the ground state of the positive ion, thus produc

ing a neutral atom, while the other is emitted. The 
limits of the kinetic encrgy of the emitted electron are 

(eVi - 2~) :!: E ~ (cV. - 2W) e .L 

These equations are satisfied when: 

eVi > 2§j 

Mlcre ~ i~ the work function of the cathode surface in cV. 

(U.) A two s tay,e inte,~acti..Q!l: This reaction is 

also shown in fig:) (part lib"}. 'i'hc positive ion first 

ce.ptures un electron from the Fermi level Oy4:.hC ectal, 

this cuptured electron immediately gOing into an unoccu

pied level o;ithe same energy in tJ;".e positive Ion, thus 

producing an ~xcited ntorn. Thin newly formed excited atom 

then reverts to the eround state by ejecting the electron 

which is in the excited level, but at the sace time capt

uring a second electron fro~ the cathode surface which 

this time goes straight into the ground state of the atom. 
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~or this process to be possible, it can be shown from 

energy considerations that 

e'lex > ~ 
This two stage reaction is not l however l of any great 

significance, though it is appreciable in some occasional 

instances (19), a~d it can be safely concluded that 

e~ission of electrons from cathode surfaces by slow 

positive ions takes place ~y predo~inantly an Auger type 

transition. 

As the energy of the incident positive ions 

increases, tie efficiency of the process increases, thuD 

ir.1plying that the lc.inetic energy of the positive ions is 

contributing to the secondary eoission of electrons. 

Kapitza (20) has suggested that high energy positive ions 

when striking the c&thode surface night well produce 

intense local heating of ~he cathode with the result that 

there could well be thermionic ecission of secondary 

electrons. Oliphant and Moon (19) obtained aoue evidence 

to support t~is view 1 when they discovered that the energy 

distribution of the electrons w~ich were emitted by high 

energy positive ions from e cathode surface, did in fact 

have an enerey distribution which would have been expected 

had the cciosion been thermionic. Little (21), however, 

states that "it is difficult to conceive t~at 'temperature' 

can be assigned to a snaIl volune conteining 10 to 20 

atons" and he concludes that "much remains to be done in 

theory and experincnt on this ·subject". 

It is thus apparent that positive ions can be 

extremely important in producing secondary electrons fron 

the cathode surface. The nature of the mechanism is 

predominantly due to the potential energy of the positive 

ions, but since the efficiency of ionization increases 
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with the ion's kinetic energy, there is some other factor, 

as yet not fully understood, w~ich is contributing to the 

production of t~e secondary electrons. Under the condi

tions of the work CescrL:ed i:1 t:.is the8is, secondary 

emission due to positive ions is an extremely important 

process. It is apparent· that the cathode will influence 

this process, possibly q~itc considerably, but this will 

be discussed in scction 1.3e. 

2. Photoenission froM the cathode. 

It has been known for a very long time that light 

incident on some surfaces could release charged particles 

from that surface(22).· More precisely, it is possible for 

photons to release secondary electrons from a metal 

surface, if hy, the energy of the p~oton iD sreater than 

_, the work function of the eetol surface. In the work 

described in this thesis nickel ana gold surfaces arc used, 

the work function of these being of the order of 5eV, and 

thus it is necessary to use p~otons from the ultra violet 

part of the electromagnetic spectru~ to produce any photo

electrons. 

Photons move with virtually en infinite speed 

(about 10
10cm/scc), and hence any secondary electrons 

e~itted by this process, would be expected to appear very 

soon after the photons ~re created in the gap. In general 

this is found to be the case, but if the gas were illum

inated with photons whose energy corresponds to one of the 

excitation states of the gas atoms, the sas atoo~ will be 

excited and on decaying to the ground state will e~it 

photons in all directions, which then excite further ato~s. 

This can continue for 80ne little tine and is called 

"rcsonf'.nce fluorescence" (23); the net result is that 

this proceDS effectively lengthens the tiee taken for the 

photons to reach the cathode. This effect can be import-
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ant for some gases with metastable states. 

Thus photoemission from the cathode surface is 

an extremely important secondary process, and in fact 

is the predocinant accondary process which is operative 

under the conditions ecountered in the work of this thesis. 

It sh~uld also be noted however, that the cathode surface 

influences very considerably the efficiency of this secon

dary process, but this will be considered in section 1.Se. 

3. 8~isGion by excited ~tom or roetastable atoo 

bombardment of the cathod~: 

When the gaseous processes were discussed in sec

tio~ 1.3b it was pointed out that an ~oc in a normal 

excited state, would decay to the ground state in a ti~e 
-8 liS of the order of 10 sec,end thus it easy to appreciate 

that no significant nuujer of these normally excited 

atoma will strike the cathode while in this excited state, 

and hence no appreaable number of secondary electrons 

will be produced by them. Atoms in the Detestable state, 

however, have a much longer life-time (of the order of 
-1 \ 10 sec) and hence they will be able to diffuse to the 

cathode and reach it while still in this excited state. 

?he energy which these excited atoms lose when they decay 

to their ground state can be used to eject an 01ectron 

from the cathode. If eV (the energy of the metastable m 
state) is considerably 'greater then~, then the yield 

fro~ this process can be very considerable. 

Thus it can be appreCiated that in a gas with 

suitable metastable states, this secondary process can 

be ex~rehlely irnportcnt. Results quoted by Little (21) 

indicate that this process can actually be the oost 

efficient of all the s~condary processes, except possibly 

for high energy ions. In mercury vapour and gases such 

as helium and neon, where suitable ~etastable states exist 

, , 
" 
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this ,rocess is very important. In hydrogen, however, 

w~ich has no metostoble stotes,the e3isoion of electrons 

fro~ the cothode by excited cto~c can be entirely ne~lec

te(L 

1.3d pUr.l.!."llory of tb~ ionization proccsscs active within a gap 

in a 19~pre..§s·ure hydr9gen discharge: It can be seen fro •. 1 

section 1.3b that there arc no secondary ionization pro

ccsses which ca~ be active in the gas in these discharges. 

This implies t~&t the only gas ionization process which 

will be active in such discharges will be the primary ion

ization process O<nowtt asthe f:( process). This then indicates 

t:l0t the hydrocen discharge will not becone Iis'Clf main

taine,ljlo by gas processes alone, and thus the actua.l "brealc 

down a of the gap will be dependent on the cathode, whic:-. 

susgests that very great core oust be token in order to 

specify precisely its s~rfccc nature. 

The importance of the cathodic secondary processes 

is now clear. In the dischcrges considered later in this 

thesis, there are two passible secondary process which 

could be o~erative. These ore the positive ion and the 

photoe=ission proc~sses.Coefficicnts are used to describe 

all the possible process~s, hut only the coefficients 

describing these two processes will be described here. 

Y,the symbol ~sed for the positive ion process, is de

fined as being the number of electrons liberated from 

the cathode per single ionizine collision in the gas. 

Thus Y is only dependent on the ca.thode surfuce, and is 

seen to be inde~cndent of the actual current which flows 

between the electrodes. The coefficient a/a is used to 

cheracterise the photoemission from the cathode, and is 

define~ as being the nu~ber of photo-electrons emitted 

froD the ccthode ,er ionizing collision in the ease w/a, 
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the generalised secondary ionization coefficient which 

can be written as the linear sum of the coefficients 

used to characterize the 3 possible processes (14), can 

in this case be written as t;'le sur" of just two terms, 

namely 

w 
a. = y + 

o 
a. 

1.3e Influence of the c~thode on the sccondar~ ionizat!p~ 

processes: 
The earlier discussion has revealed just how im-

~ortant the cathode surf~ce is in low pressure hydrozen 

discharges. It ~ust be re~embered, however, that its 

irnportt.nce was not realised by Townsend when ':le first 

tried to establish the basic physics of gaseous elec

tronics. It is easy to appreciate how he failea to 

detect the ccthodcb significant role when it is realiserl 

just how primitive were the vacuuu techniques of those 

early daYs. It was not possible to evacuate the 

experimental tubeD to any lower pressures than what is 

today regarded as tlbacking pressure ti
• This implies that 

it was quite impossible to obtain really clean surfaces, 

there being a tarnish layer over the most carefully pre

pared surface!:hese tarnish layers resulted in ~asically 

similar surfaces being use~ in these early experiments, 

the contaminants on the c~thode effectively obscuring 

the differing underlying base metals. 

Once the c~thode's role was discovered work was 

undertaken to determine just how important is the clean

liness of its surface, so~e parameter being measured as 

the cathode is sub~ectc~ to varying treatment. Para

ceters which have been used are the minirnu~ sparking 

potential (Vs) and the cnthode's work function, ~. 
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Llewellyn Jones and Davies (25) followed changes in the 

minimu~ sparking potential cs a function of time cs the 

cathode was first being cleaned and later, as an alien 

~etol was being sputtered on to it~ 7heir work showed 

that prolonged heatins nt 400 °c wes not very effective 

in removing the lost traces of tarnish layers, but they 

found that prolonged bombardment of the cathode with 

hydrogen postive ions did produce 0 very clean surface. 

This work and later work in this laboratory has 

shown that it is of the ut~09t importance to specify 

the cathode surface very precisely, and to use 0 re

producible surface. Jor this investigation ultra-high 

vacuu~ techniques have been used, nnd the conducting 

layer on the cathode has been an evaporated layer of 

gold, the gold having earlier been very carefully heated 

in n current of hydrogen. This will be discussed more 

fully later. 

l.3f Distinguishing the secondary processes in low pressure 
hYdrogen .discharges.: 

There are two distinct types of discharges which 

hove to be considered in this section. These are the 

"steady state discharge," i.e. the discharge which takes 

place when the potential difference across the discharge 

gap is less than the sparking potential, and the non
steady stete discharge which takes plnce once the 

potential acrOSD the cop exceeds V. It is possible, s 
at least in hydrogen discharges, to obtain an estimate 

of the relative importence of each of the two possible 

secondary processes, in both types of discharge. These 

discharges will now be examined separately. 

In the steady stote discharge it is possible to 

estimate the relative importence of the o/a end the y 
E processes by a study of the w/a versus ~. curves. 
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In section 1.3c it wes seen that the y effect was pre-

doninactly dependent on the positive ions' potential 

energy, the kinetic energy of the ion only playing a 

secondary role. The potential energy of a positive 
~ 

ion is independent of ~, D~d thus it can be seen that p 
the y process will be essentially E constant as - changes l p 
th b · 1 11 . . E i ere elne on y n very sma 1ncrease 1n y as p n-

creases. 7he o/a process, however, behaves quite 

differently. The nu~ber of photons emitted with a 

particular energy will depend on the number of excita

tions to the level coresponding to that energy. If 

Nx electrons are considered to be drifting across the 

gap under the action of the electric field, the number 

of excitations to a particular level in 0 lamina of 

width dx, will be proportional to a term of the form 

Nxa' ax. In this lamina there will be rIx a dx ionizing 

collisions in the gas, ond hence the nu~ber of photons 

falling on the cathode per ionizing collision will be 

proportional to a tern of the form alia. Thus the value 

of the coefficient c/a will be dependent on this ratio 
E a' / a. This re tio \Vi 11 increase as p decreases, since 

its magnitude will be dependent on the mean enerey of 

the electrons. Thus it is found that as ~ decreases, 

the value of o/a increases. 

Fig. 4 shows some w/a versus f curves. As w/a 
~ p 

increases slowly as ~ increases, this increase iD inter-
p t 

prated as an increase in thG magnit~de of y, the po\tive 

ion process. ~here, however, w/a increases rapidly as 
E p decr0ases, this is interpreted to imply that the o/a 
process is increasing in magnitude. In this way it is 

possible to obtain at least some esti~ate of the relative 

importance of the two possible secondary processes. 
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Consider now the non-steady state type of dis

charge. The timeW~ch is taken for the discharge to 

build up to a value which can produce breakdown will 

be very dependent on the particular secondary process 

which iD active. The time of flight of the photonc 

can be regarded as being negligible; and hence the 

sPeed of the o/a process will be dependent on the drift 

velocity of the electrons w which on drifting across -, 
the gap excite the molecules in the gap. The speed 

with which the y process operates will be dependent 

on the drift velocity of the positive ions w+, as they 

drift towards t~e cathode. Now w+ is about 100 times 

slower than w_, and hence secondary electrons will be 

created by the 6/a process very much more quickly than 

by the y process. This implies then that oeasurernent 

of some time dependent factor in the discharge might 

very possibly be able to give some indication os to 

the relative i~portonce of the two possible processes, 

if the experimental reselts con be reliably analysed. 

The time dependent pheno.~ena which are usually measured 

are the growth of the discharge current and the time 

which is taken for the potential across the discharge 

gap to collapse. These res~lts should, of course, give 

the same res~lt when th~ results ore correctly analysed, 

because the ti~e taken for this voltage to collapse is 

calculated by estimating the time token for the current 

to rise to 0 value which is sufficient to prOduce the 

observed voltage collapse. Thus essentially these 

apparently different determinotions ore measuring the 

some thing in different ways, but it can be seen that 

the ~eosurement of one of these quantities might very 

well give some information 00 to the relative importmcc 

of the two cathodic processes in the non-steady discharge. 
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In the work which is described later in this 

thesis, the time taken for the ga p vo! toge to collop se 

when the gap WOG slightly overvolted (less than 3 per 

cent cbove the sparking potential), has been measured 

in order to obtain Gome esti~nte of the relative impor

tance of the two possible secondary processes. Further, 

the growth of the discharge current has been measured 

when the gap was ovcrvolted to such 0 degree that space 

charge effects becc~e very important. These investiga

tions ore reported fully in chapters5 and 6. 

1.4 Paschen~ low. 

In section 1.2 the pre-breakdown current growth 

curves were considered, and it was seen that the com-

plete curve could be expresGcd by the single equation: 

I e a.(d-d o ) 
I = Qi 

1 - : [ea. (d-dO) - 1] 

The gap is said to break down and the current become 

self maintained when, for a given potential difference, 

the current I remains finite as 10 tends to zero. The 

behaviour of the right hand side of the above equation, 

when the numerator tends to zero, can only produce an 

finite current, I, if the denocinator, too,tends to 

zero.i.e. the gnp will break down when: 

tends to zero. 

The potential difference at which the gap 

breaks down has already been called the sparking po

tential, Vs, and is now seen to be that potential 
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difference, which, independent of the initial current, can 

just maintain U Gocll current. 
Paschen's low states that Vs is 0 function of 

the product of the pressure, p, cnd the sparking distance, 

ds ' only. 

i.e. Vs = f(P.d s ) 

This was first stated es an empirically established fact 

(26,27), but it can in fact bG derived by analytically 

treating Townsend's breakdown criteria(24). 

The general shape of a Vs vs. P.ds curve, i.e. a 
Paschen curve, can be established by considering the 

primary ionization process which must be active in the gap 
at breakdown. As the gas pressure is lowered, the 

collLDion frequency with the gas molecules decreases, and 

hence in order that ionization of the gas molecules takes 
place i~ the necessary quantities to produce breakdown, it 

becomeo necessr.ry to increas~ the ionization probability. 

This is cchieved by increasing the field as the pressure 
is lowered. As the prcssure is raised, howevcr, a point is 
reach~d where the collision frequency increeses to such an 
extent that the only way for the electrons to acquirc 

suffiCient cner~y to ionize the gas molecules in sufficient 
quantities, is for th~ field to be increased acain. This 
then implies that the Vs vs. p.d s curves will be expected 
to show a miniuum. Typical curves ere shown in fig 5. 

There hev~ been quite a nu~bcr of reported diver

gencies from PC3chen's law. In this laboratory, such 

effects hcve been observed in both hydrosen and ~ercury 

(20), and have been uttributed to on effect caused by a 

chcnge in the geometry of the gop, i.e. in the ratio 

electrode diamcter)&, to the inter-electrode distance, d. 

As diD gets smaller, the nUr.1ber of photons which are. lost. 
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from the discharge gap is reduced, this implying that the 

coefficient o/a is increased in magnitude for a given 

potential; hence it is to be expected that at a given p.d, 

the ga.!) may well breakdown at lower potentia Is as d is 

reduced. This indicntes that care must always be taken to 

specify the electrode geometry of the experimental tube, 

whenever quoting results. 

In the work that is described later in this thesis, 

the ti~e taken for the discharge to become self-maintained 

when a voltage V, greater than Va' is applied to an illu-
0:1 

minated gap, is meosured as e function of the perccntage 

overvoltagc(=100(V-Vs )/Vs ). When Vsis measured in 

hydrogen, by determining the minimum voltagc which will 

produce a self-~:1aintnined current, both the 5/0, and y pro

cesses may be: active. /or breakdown times greater than 

d/W+, the positive ion crossing time, it is ap~arent that 
both secondary ionization processes may be activc, but 

when bre~kdown tif.'icS of the order of d/w_, the electron 

trensit time, Ere being meesured, it is ap~arent that the 

y process cannot be active and hence any reference to V 
s 

os deteroined by the method mentioned abovc has no real 

meoning. ~ith these very short breakdown times it is thus 

impossible to determine a true value for V (i.e. the value s 
Vs would take if the only permissible secondary proccss 
were photon action at the cathode), and hence the results 

arc presented in a different oanner. This is discussed 

further in section' 2.4. 

1.5 Formative time lags and statistical time lags. 

In section 1.2 it was seen that the application of 

o voltage greater than V across a discharge gap causes s 
the gap to brea!, .down, the discharge current becoming self-

maintained nnd being li~itcd only by the external circuit. 
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This bre~kdown ~oes not, however, take place instantane

ously. It is of course first necessary to have a charged 

particle within the gap before any current cen flow 

between the electrodes. The fequency of the appearance 

of chargcdpart!cles between the electrodes will vary as 

the back3round radiation varies,nnd hence the time taken 

between the application of a potential greater than Vs' 

and the appearance of the initiatory charged particle 

between the electrodes,w!ll vary statistically and is 

called the statistical time lag (STL). Further, break

down does not occur at the moment the initiatory electron 

appears within the gap, a finite time elapses before the 

current builds up to the point where it becomes self

maintained, i.e. until the voltage across the gap collapses. 

This second time lag is called the formative time lag (FTL). 

Thus it can be seen that the time taken for the gap 

to break down when a sufficiently high voltage is applied 

is made up of two quite distinct parts, namely the STL 

and the FTL. In any experimental investigation, only the 

total time lag may be measured and hence in order to 

measure either one of its components the other must be 

reduced to zero. The investigation in this thesis is 

concerned with FTL's and hence the STL has to be reduced 

virtually to zero. The means by which this may be 

achieved has already been mentioned, nUDely the continu_ 

~ous irradiation of the cathode with a U.V. la~p of an 

intensity sufficient to produce a new photo-electron at 
-7 the cathode at, sey, every 10 sec when FTL's oT the order 

of 10-6sec are oeasured, and at every 10-10sec when FTL's 

of the order of 10-9sec are measured. 

In section 1.3f it was shown that the FTL varies 

as the relative importance of the 6/B and the y processes 
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varies. iiore precisely, it is apparent that Vs is deter

nined by the values of w/a and ad, but the ti~e taken for 

the gap to break down onc~ Vs has been reached is deter
mined by ·the ratio.§. / ~ ::'!.§..~ As the ratio approaches a a w 
unity the FTL is expected to decrease. Further, as the 

potentl~l applied to the &~p increases above Vs' the values 
of a and vI/afire enhanee1 ~nd thus the FTL is again 

decreased. I::any WO;:-kei"S have ~~'een engaged in measuring 

FTL's at low overvol\:''1gen (up to 2% abo'':6 Vs), the 

results obtained being plotted in the fOl'm shown in fig 8. 

For these experiments it is assumed that at such low ov~r

voltages, the value of E/p for a complete curve is essen

tially constant, and further, the value of w/a. is actua~ly 

taken to be constant over this small E/p range. The de

crease in FTL as the overvoltage is increased is thus 
attributed wholly to the increase of a.. The shape and 

position of these curves is very dependent on the ratio 
6/w, and by comparing the experimental results with curves 
obtained using a mathematical analys,is s:ome estimate of 

the value of o/w may be obtained$ 
It. is also ap~arent from fig 8 that as E/p 

increases, the displacement of these curves from the o~igin 

also increases. This 1a attributed to a reduction in the 

ratio.§. I !!. = .2.., and hence an inere aDe in vI !!., as E/p 
~ a. w a. 

increases. As the slower positive ion process increases 

in importance, the FTL's are increased. 

Thus et low percentage overvoltages it can be seen 

that the breakdown proces's can be regarded as being a 

result of Townsend's primory ond secondary ionization 

processes. The current is imagined as increasing under 

conditions where there are no space chQr~es (due to 
.; 
! 

" 
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positive ions). Leny workers have maintained that at low 

percentage overvolteges this is SOl Bnd mathematical 

theories have been developed(see oection 2.6) where such 

space charge effects arc completely neglected. Other 
workers l however l h~vc naintained that the development of 

sp~ce charcc fielcs within c discha~ge gap influences 

overwhcloingly the teDporal growth ef the discharge 

particulnrly at hieh percentage overvoltages. In such 

very fast breakdow~it is apparent that space charges do 

develop which modify the breakdown growth rate, but the 

modification produced can be such as either to increase 

the growth or to decrease the $rowth. The shape of the 

alp vs. E/p curve gives ~n inicntion as to how space charge 

effects will alter the FTL. In hydrogen at low E/pt while 

alp increases faster than linearly with E/p~ the space 
charge shortens the FTL while at higher E/p's the FTt is 

increased. ~hc whole problem is very complex t however, 
and will be declt with more fully in chapter 6 when the 
experiments conducted in this investigation under con
ditions where space charges are very important are 

discusse~ .• 
Thus it can be seen that the 1TL'S which arc 

measured at low percentage overvoltages cay be interpre~ed 

in terms of the basic Townsend processes l while at higher 

percentage ovcrvoltc~esl such n erowth process is codified 
very markedly by the development of positive ion space 

chcrce fields. 

1.6 Conclusion. 
In this chapter an outline hus been given of the 

basic physics of gcseous electronics in uniform fields at 

low pressures. The experimental work which iD diccussed 

in this theois consists of n study of FTL'a at both high 
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and low percentage overvoltageaj and the principal con

tributions to such 0 study~ fro~ both experimental and 

theoretical viewpoints ere briefly discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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C:~FTE~ 11 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WO~K 

2.1 Introduction 
The temporal growth of electrical discharges in 

gases has been investigated for ~any years. 30me 
investigators measured the time taken for the gap voltage 

to collapse, while others measured directly the actual 
growth of current between the electrodes. Experiments 
have been conducted over a large range of sIp; and 
under conditions of both high and low percentage 

overvoltages. In this second chapter a brief review is 

given of perhaps the most significant work in this very 
broad field. ?he early work is briefly discussed, as a 
matter of historical interest, though soce of the 
experimental techniques used then are of no real 
releva~ce to the experi~ents carried out in this 
investigation; and since it was fairly generally thought 
that t~ese results indicated that the 70wnsend theory of 
breakdown was so~eti~es inadequate, the experiwents 
conducted to investigate the postulated transition pOint 
between the different breakdown mechanisms are also 
discussed. 30ce recent growth of current measurements 
are considered as these are i~portant forerunners of 
some work condccted in this laboratory, and this 
investigation on t~e growth of current under high 
overvoltage conditions. Finally, some quite recent 

breakdown neasurements under low overvoltage conditions 
are discussed in more detail, since they too have direct 
relevance to the bulk of the earlier work described 

later in this thesis. 
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2.2 Ear~. practical inveGtir:;ations. 
.. d ...... ,-, ( i -,-i, or er ..,0 :·:.eaS1.7.re .' d~ S .e. the tine taken for 

a gap to ~reak ~ow~ once the necessary voltage has been 

applied ac ros s t:',e elec trodes, between w~ ... ich is an 

adequate s~p,ly of electrons), it is ~ecessary to be ajle 

to observe SODe phei1o:~le;lo~' w:-.ich can ;Je ta!-:.en, quite 

~na=biguo~sly, to i~ply that the sap ~as indeed broken 

down. ",'orkers have va.rie~ very ;~larI,edly in that choice. 

1"0""0'/'9''''; (2 n ) .l.,. CJ' _" "'....... \ 0 in 192G, wor~ing at hi3h overvoltages with 

a centi:-Jetre SP:H'!C .::;ap, i.:eas~:red }'i'L t S aD short as 

10-'3 sec, by usinz e.: oscilloscope to :.:easure the tiT,le 

taken for the gap voltage to collapse. ~uch short ti~es 

t~en seemed to inply that the ?ownsend breakdown ~odel 

of pri~.:ary a:-:d secor.da::·y ionization processes ',:,~"'O not 

valid '.'nder :·.oeowski f s experh1ental conditions, bl:t this 

will be considered more fully in section 2.3. 7he 

fol~owing year 7ank and Graf (20) extended the 

investigation to lower presscres and asain were a~le to 

obtain reprod~cible breakdown tines. 

In the early 1 ;:;30' s, :~un:,ington, Lawrence and 

:!hite (30) in Acerice started so~e interesting !TL 

:-.1eaSUrer,1;::::lts in air at presst:res rangLlg frof': 200 mt1 Kg 

to at~ospheric pressure. Jnlike the German workers who 

too~ the collapse of gap voltage as in(icatine breakdown, 

ttey took t~e ap~earance of a spark as signifying that 

the gap ha~ bro~en down. 7hey positioned e ~err cell, 

vlhich WLa placec! between crossed Picols, in the pa.th of 

the lie~t froD t~eir spark. Goce of t~is lizht travelled 

along another path and was re:lected by a mirror into 

the ~err cell. ?he shutter on the cell was opened and 

closed by a pulse travelling along a delay line, and by 

carefully tilting the mirror it waG possible to obtain 

two Llages of t::e sparI( ci1a:1nel side by side after a very 
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small time interval • They were able, in fact, to measure 
breakdown times as short as 10-8 to 10-9 sec. Their work 

is interesting in that they used an optical effect to 
measure such 90all times, but too ouch significance 
ca~not be put on their results as it is possible that 
they were not measuring the actual 7TL, but merely part 

of it. 
White improved the techniques of the initial 

investigation and extended the study to other gases, 

including N2 , 02' CO2 and He at atmospheric pressure. 
Further, he investigated how the photo-electric current, 
1

0
, influenced the FTL, discovering that with very high 

Io's, Vs could be reduced by as much as 10 per cent. 
White, however, used the light from a second spark gap 
to produce his 1

0
, which, of necessity, had a finite rise 

time which tended to introduce errors. 
Wilson (31) further improved White's techniques, by 

ensuring that there was always & ~upply of 
photo-electrons available between the electrodes, by 
constantly irradie~!ng the cathode. ~is U.V. source, 
however, was not really adequate and thus ~is results 
showed some statistical fluctuations. Nilson, 
incidentally, applied a static backing potential of 
0.99 ~ , and then he suddenly overvolted the gap by s 
switching in a desired potential in series with the 
backing potential. 

These early results at q~ite high percentage over
voltages(usually up to 90 per cent), when plotted in the 
form PTL versus percentage overvoltage produced the now 
familiar curve which tends asymptotically to each axis. 
Their P'TL' 8 were in the range 10-6 sec down to a little 

-8 less than 10 sec, and although theae results contained 
quite considerable errors which were acknowledsed by the 
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experioentcrs thecGelves, their results are extremely 
interesting in that they show some of the ingenious wey[ 

th~t the absence of modern dqy electronic equipment was 

coopen~ated for in the early tenporel growth studies. 
ri'ha follo·t/!g year, Newf.1an ~ 32 ~ used an entirely 

differe~t experimental method to measure these short 

times. He had a series of electronic voltceterC along an 

electrical transmission line which were able to determine 

the voltages of an incoming surge wave at precise time 

intervals in relation to another timing wave. Eis work 

enabled him to declare that: "it appears that the time 

lag of breakdown is a rather definite ••• function of the 

overvoltage ••• ". 

Thus it can be seen that before the war years the 

general variation of the 2TL with percentage overvoltage 

had been established, at least for the very small FTL'o 
at high overvol tages. All the experiments, however ,_ 

had serious unsatisfactory features, producing very high 

experimental errors. ~letcher, in 1947 (33) using 
transmission lines to produce his voltage pulses was able 
to ceasure nano-second 7?L's to a much higher a~curacy~ 
His apparatus is very interesting in that his experiment~l 

gap was carefully positioned within a co-axial cable,cd~ 

being taken to avoid any sharp disco~tinuities which 
might have produced undesired reflections, and by 

discharsing his pulse-forcing coaxial cableD, he was a~:e 

to produce pulses as long as 100 nsec having an amplitude 

as high as 120 tV. ~letcherd·eveloped a mathematical 

theory based on t!le streamer mechanise with which he was 

able to calculate ~7L'S which were in very good agreement 

with his experimental values. Fletcher's techniques have 

been adopted by later workers and have also been used ir 

this laboratory in experi~ent9 which will be described in 
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o',;cticn 2.4. 

Having seen that t~ese very short ti~e lags had 

~een obtained by several workers over so~e twenty yearS I 

it beca~e necessary to attempt to establish positively 
t~e nature of the breakdown process active under these 
high overvoltage conditions. In the next section the 

experi~ents which were conducted by Fisher and his 

associates to determine the point where the Townsend 

breakdown model ceases to be adequate are described, and 

it is shown that in fact no such paint is found. 

2.3.The apparent failure of the Townsend breakdown model and 

the attempts to findthe point where this process ceases 

to be applicable in actual discharges. 

In the last section, several experinents have been 

discussed in which ver~ short 7TL's were measured in a 
variety of ways. These very short times were aDout one 

hundred times shorter than the positive ion transit time, 
thus suggesting that the positive ions could play but a 

negligible role in the breakdown mechanism. The photo

electric process was at first ~ot considered and hence 
it was thought that the breakdown was being achieved 

without the action of any secondary ~roceooe8 at the 
considered high values of the product p.d. There were,1n 

fact, other indications that at high p.d the breakdown 

did not follow the familiar Townsend model. The pre
breakdown current versus gap distance curves consisted 

only of a linear part, no upcurving beilg observed 

similar to that found at low p.d when the secondary 

processes became appreciable. Further, the nature of the 

spark channel itself at high p.d suggested that the 

breakdown:' mechanism was different from that at low p.d 

where the spark channel was very much more diffuse. 

Finally, as mentionea in section 1.3b, the cathode was 
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never observed to play any significant role in the 

breakdown mechanism. Thus it can be seen that there was, 

in fact, quit~ a number of indications that the Townsend 
breakdcwn model was quite inadequate to account for the 

experi~ental data at these high p.d values. 

Alternative theories were proposed by Raether (34) 

and by Loeb and Meek (35), known as the "Canal Theory" 

and the "Streamer Theory" respectively, in order to 

account for the experimental results found at p.d values 

greater than 00 out 150 cm. mm Hg. Raether suggested that 

most of the FTL consisted of the time that an electron 

took to build up to the magnitude where its space charge 

field Wes comparable with the applied field. He then 

postulated that secondary avalanches, initiated in front 

of, and behind the head of the initial avalanche by photo~ 
absorption, build up more rapidly in the enhanced field 

caused by the space charge. Thus two"streaoers"of 

ionization were developed which appeared to nove one 
towards the anode, and the other towards the cathode at 
very much higher velocities than the velocity of the 
initial avalanche. This then implies that the whole spark 
channel would be established very soon after the spacc
charge field of the original avalanChe becomes of the 

order of the applied field. Raether was able to exprua 

these ideas in c mathematical form that explained the 

general shape of the ~TL versus percentage overvoltage 

curve, and further, he predicted the correct order of 

magnitude. 

The Canal and Streamer theories were introduced, aD 

has been shown, in an attenpt to derive a ~odel which 

would be in accordance with the experimental results 

found at high p.d. It was fairly generally thought, in 

the early 1940's that there had to be two types of 
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theory to account for the breakdown characteristics at 

hit;h and low p.d, end it Wa.'S thought that the transition 

pOint was somewhere between u p.d of 200 (34) and 

1,000 cm. mm Hg (35). Fisher md his school initiated an 

investigation in 1946 (36) which attempted to find this 

transition point. 
Fisher developed very stable power supplies which 

enabled him to take measurements of FTL's at percentage 

overvoltages as small as 0.015 per cent. His cathode was 

continuously illuminated by U.V. light and he measured 

his lTL's, as is now quite usual, with an oscilloscope. 

His original work i~ air (37) was later extended to N2 

and Ar (38, 39), but he was unable in all cases to find 

the postulated transition point. At low overvoltages, 

however, he found F7L's which were unexpectedly long, 
100 ~sec at 0.02 percentage overvoltage, while at 2.5 

percentage overvoltage this had been reduced to about 

0.1 ~sec. Fisher maintained that these long time lags 

were the result of two processes acting together, the~e 

being firstly a suitable secondary mechanism to maintain 

and perhaps increase the pre-spark current, and secon~l." 

space charge distortion due to the large number of 

positive ions within the gap. lurther, ~isher presentee 

a lineer plot of ?7L's agaist gap distance for a given 

percentage overvoltage. These results were obtained for 
pressures between 200 mn Rg and atmospheric pressure, but 

it is not actually stated whether these determinations 
were made at a constant ~/p. 

Thus it can be seen that the experiments which were 

initiated solely to detect this postulated transition 
poin~ failed completely to do so, and it was not long 

before the whole streamer type breakdown process was 

being vigorously attacked. Workers at Swansea, under 
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Llewellyn Jones pOinted out that the Townsend breakdown 

mechanism had been rejected principally because it was 

thought that that nodel could not produce breakdown 

times as snaIl as those observed, and that this was 

generally believad even though at that time the 

mather.1atica~ treatment of the teuporal growth of disch~ 

currents on the 70wnsend Qodel had not been adequately 

developed. 3ince then mathematical theories based on the 

Townsend mechanism have been refined and it has been 

shown that b.eakdown times of the order of micro-seconcG 

may very well be obc~r"ed at only 1 per cent overvol tage. 

These theories are developed more fully in section 2.6. 

Further, experiQents were conducted (40) to investigate 

the linear pre-breakdown relationship with the gap 

distance at high p.d and they were able in fact to show 

that these plots did indeed become curved at high enou[h 

values of d. The narrower spark channel at high p.d 

is really only to be expected when it is realised that 

the higher pressure will tend to reduce the lateral 

diffusion of the charges. 

Thus it can be seen that the basic objections to the 

Townsend model have, in fact, been reooved. It is 

apparent, however, that the basic Townsend model is not 

a~equate to describe breakdown under all conditions. T~e 

basic mechanism is sometimes modified by severe space 

charge distortion of the applied field, such as is found 

wten highly overvolted gaps are discharged. Avalanches 

t~at have e "streLm~r appearance~ have actu~lly been 

photographed, a~d it is indeed foolish to pretend that 

they do not exist, but at the same ti~e the existenca 

of a streamer ~ay be re~arded as a~modified 70wr:end 

breakdown" a3 opposed to an entir8ly different break~own 

mechanise. Having thus established th2t the c~rly fTL 
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ceasurements do not imply a complete rejection of 

Townsend's breekdown model, some current growth measure

~ents will be discussed in the next section which were 

initiet~d in an atte~pt to determine the secondary 

ionization processes that were active in some electrical 

discharges in various gases. 

2.4. Sooe growth of current mea~rements. 

Hornbeck in 1951, initiated some growth of current 

measurements (41) which were designed to enable him to eet 

SODe estimate of the relative importance of the possible 

secondary ionization processes, and further, he was able 

to obtain values for positive ion drift velocities (w ) 

in ~, ~ and ~~ at a ranee of sip up to about + 

2,000 v(cm.mc Hg)-l, and at very low ~/p (less than 

4 v(cc.mm Hg)-~, the electron drift velocity (w_). 

His experimental technique was to apply a voltage 

across his expericental gap which was a little lower than 

V • He then released a burst of U.V. light onto the 
s 7 

cathode (lasting only 10- sec) and then observed the 

resulting currents which passed between the electrodeo,on 

an oscilloscope. h block diegrnc of his apparatus is 

shown in fig 6 together with a sketch of t~e type of 

oscillogram which was obtained. It might be useful to 

consider briefly how such a trace is obtained. The photo-
-7 electric current produced by the 10 sec pulse of U.V. 

lieht flow~ to the anode at time t = 0, and since it 

would be so large compared with the following currents it 

is not shown on fig 6. These initial electron~ on passing 

across the gap, ionize a number of gas molecules, the 

nearest positive ions being forced at a plane a distance 

x from the cathode. The exponential distribution of 

positive ions then drift towards the cathode at their 

characteristic drift velocity, w+' and after a time x/w+, 
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the first ones reach the cathode, and there COIn."1ence 

releasing secondary electrons. This is shown clearly on 

fig 6, in that the current reQains constant for a time 

x/w+ (v/hile the exponential distribution of positive ions 

drift towards the cathode), and at the moment the positivr 

ions reach the cathode, the contribution of the positiVe 

ions to the current is reduced and the contribution of the 

secondary electrons starts to increase. After a time t = 1 

which corresponds to the time taken for a positive ion to 

drift ~ross the whole gap, the last of the positive ions 

which were initially created reaches the cathode and thus 

there is a sudden drop in the number of secondary 

electrons produced by the positive ions striking the 

cathode, and hence there is a sudden drop in the electron 

contribution to the total current as shown in fig 6. The 

secondary electrons on drifting across the gap produce 

further positive ions which on striking the cathode 

produce further secondary electrons. The contributions 0/ 

these .chargeti particles to the cur~ent flow is shown on 

the diagram as being the current flowing after a time 

t = 1. ~he total cur~ent falls to zero a little later, 

because ~he total potential across t~e gap W~ less than 

~ , and hence the secondary processes cannot produce 
s 

electrons in s~fficient quantities to produce a self-

naintaine~ current. 

Thus it can be seen that by careful examination 0: 
his oscillograos, Hornbeck wea able to obtain some very 

useful values for w (and at low E/p for w ). He 
+ -

obtained mathe~atical expressionn which together with his 

experimental data enabled him to calculate the relative 

contributions of the possible secondary mechanisms, 

obtaining a value of about 50 per cent for the ion 

contribution under his experiuental conditions. 
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In 1954 Varney (4~) obtained sone f~rther current 

erowtt ~easureDents. 3is mat~e~atical expressions were 

Qore ricorous than Hornbeck's~ and his experinental tech

niques Dare refined~ but since the seneral approach is so 

sioilar to Hornbeck's it is not really useful to discuss 

'larney's experiments in any detail. 

Also in 1954 Bandel (43) observed the crowth of 

current actually as his experioental gap was breaking 

down, i.e. during the actual ~TL. His experinental 

results a~d the subsequent ~athematic2l a~alysis enabled 

him to claim that the almost exponential increase in 

current in the middle of the time lag wss due to 

secondary mechanisDs~ and that the final upcurving ~hich 

produced breakdown was due to space charge distortion of 

the electric field. 

Having briefly considered the contribution w~ich 

some Americans made in the 1950's to the studY of the 

actual growth of current in the electrical discharges, 

it is i~portant to be aware of Raether's German group's 

contributiOn over the last few years. Raether, of course~ 

was responsible for the Canal Theory of the te~poral 

growth of electrical discharees, and hence his group ha~e 

been particularly interested in the erowth of discharges 

under conditions where the development of the discharE3 

followed a streaner-like model, i.c. they have been 

particularly interested in the gro~th characteristics 

of the discharge under conditions where high space charge 

fields are developed. 

Measurements of the current growth in H2 under 

potentials about equal to Vs have been made by Xluckow(44}~ 

in an experiment which was similar in principle to 

rrornbeck's. There were, however, significant differences 
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in t~e experimental conditions in that Kluckow was 

interested in a very low E/p at higher pressures where al: 

detectable secondary action was due to the o/a process, 

unlike Eornbeck, where the o/a contribution to w/a was 

negligible. r:luckow was oble to show just how important 

a role was played by space charge distortion of the 

applied field, in that he was able to cause his gap to 
w (ad ) break down when a" e -1 <1, a~d at ti~es less than 

d/w , by substantially increasing the number of his 
+ 

initiating charged particles which were positioned 

between his electrodes. In this work, the oscillograms 

obtained showed some small oscillations at their very 

beginning. Schlumbohrn (45) has studied these in very much 

more detail, and by a careful analysis has managed to 

obtain some values for w which fit in well with other 

w determinations. 
20r completeness, Raether's experiments (46) using 

photo-multipliers must be uentioned. In chapter 1 it was 

pOinted out that on Townocnd' ~3 breal:down theory, a 

disc~crge current ~~y becowe self-maintained when 
~'(ead_1) = 1. ~eether wished to investigate the growth 

of a single avalanche between his electrodes; in order to 

do this, it ia essential t.Let the initial electron is 

multiplied in the single avalanch~ by a fector of 106 

i .. . d th t ac i i .~ .e. ~t ~G requ~rc a ~ 5 ap~rox mately 10~. If 

this is to be allowed, then '/!/r;( must be about 10-6 which 

is about three orders of ma~nitude lcss than found in 

/ 
-3 hydrogen. Because w a = 10 in hydrogen, ~his implies 

that in order to study the growth of a single avalanche 

in hydrogen, a potential vcry much greater than V must 
s 

be applied acrosa the experimental gap and consequently 

the displacement current would be very much higher than 

the current of the actual avalanche. Raethcr realisec 
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the difficulty in .1a:-:ing electrical ;:Jeasurements on this 

sin~;le avalanche, and instead "observed" the avalanche by 

the light which is given off by the excited atoms and 

colecules ao t~ey rat~rn to the ground state. This 

technique is extremely valuable a~d analysis of the 

expcri~ental results enabled values for w_ to be obtained 

for an :::/p of up to 150 v(c:.1.mm ::g)-1. 

Eaving briefly considered some of the techniques 

used in the study of the growth of current at potentials 

both greater than and less than Vs' it will be convenient 

to close this section by considering some work very 

recently undertaken by Jawson (47) in this laboratory. He 

used co-axial cables to produce his voltage pulses and set 

out to study lTL's which were of the order of the electron 

transit time, d/W_, in hydrogen. His appara~us is shown 

in fig 7. ~e used a conrnercial cable of characteristic 

impeder-cc 050 ohm to create his pulses, and by the use of 

a secoudary spark gap to sharpen his pulse was a:le to 

obtain a reasonably square pulse of up to 200 noec, which 

coul~ be discharged across his experiaental eap by 

trieeerine a hydrogen thyratron in the cirCUit, with a 

o~al1 cooncrcial puJoe generator. ~awson's expa~imental 

tUDe was ::-:o:..:nt-:::d a:~o!lZ the axis of trte inner conductor of 

his co-axial cables ie a sieilar way to t~at used by 

.-;'letchcr, e.-.d it VIElD found t!:at on discharging the cables 

across the experiucntal zap, the displacement current as 

the capacitDnce of the gap wao charged, wa~ quite 

Gufficiont to tri~sar the ~ektronix 519 oDcilloscope. The 

cnsuine current flow was then displayed on the oscillosc~~. 
Daw:Jon defined his F7L as beins the tir.:.e between pulse 

application and the first observable current ris2. 

Because of his hi~h characteristic impedance cable 

(950 ohm), thin first observable current wan soeller than 
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-2 lOA, this c0~_1pe_rinE very ffJ.vourr:bly with about 20A which 

had to flow in ?letcher's 50 ohm cables before he could 

detect a current flow. 

With FTL's in the nano-second range, it is oppare~t 
that the positive ion second~ry process ccn but have n 

negligible effoct on w/a, and hence the only possible 

second£ry process contributing to breakdown can be the 

photon, 5/a, process. Further, the quite cocuon way of 

plotting results, i.e. FTL V~ percentage overvoltage, doen 

not have a greet deal of ~eaning since Vs' determined by a 

static measurement 2S being the lowest voltage to maintain 

a current be~ween the electrodes even when I is r~duced 
o 

to zero, is ti1e sper~~ing potential of -'::1e ge, whcp. both the 

y a~d the 5/a pr:ccS5GD CLn contribu';:.e to w/a. '2hen, to 

calculate percentc:.g2 ovcrvoltagc fo!' conC:itions when the "( 
proccs:J c~nnot ~e 2ctive,i~plies r~ally that tho 

calculatod per'ccnt~~ __ e overvolt£Z0 ::,-ill be grc2,t(;l" than ''::'he 

~real" vcl~e ~~ich c~nnot b(; determined. ~~wson adopted 

the )roce~arc of takin~ ~ series of 7TL ~easurerncnts at ~ 

give~ pres~ure ~nd plottine thee in the form F?L vs.,~/) 

.01" th&t ~res3~rc. 

Ja~son WES, 0: cource,pcrticvlarly intersted in 

~eQ3urinc break~own ti~es which corresponded to the time 

which c single electron took in crossing the gap, and 

assumine that the breakdown was by a single avalanChe te 

calculate( a value for t~e electron drift velocity, w_, 
fron the equation 

I 
_ gw_ aw_t 
- d e 

~Yh8re q is the electronic cheree, and then plotted these 

apparent drift velocities 83ainst J/p, again for varying 

pressures. Thus when FTL's were obtained which were 

quite long he would obtain very low velues of w_ and 
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sicilarly for very short FTL's he would obtain very high 

val~cs of w • }roo a study of thc3e curves Jawson concluded 

that all his results hed been markedly affected by space 

char~es, an~ further he obtsined very different results at 

different :'::/p's. i.t low ::::/p, where he calculated that the 

3as multiplication ohould have been quite sufficient to 

produce brcntdown in tje time which an electron takeo to 

drift across the gap, he fo~nd FTL's ware often 2 or 3 

tiees this time, presLDably resulting from a decrease in 

w d~e to space charge effects. ~s l/p increased he found 

the c~rrent increased at a foster rate than thct predicted 

by the enrlier equation, and at higher ~/p ~till, he 

~easured g1:'s which were very ~uch shorter thn~ c~pected. 

?hese very short FTL's being ouch scaller than the electron 

crossing time, w~ile the cultiplication of ~ single 
3 4 avalanche wae thouz~t to be only 10 or 10 as compared 

with the 108 w~ich was req~ired to prod~ce breakdown es 

seen o~ the oscilloscope. ~orne further aspects of his 

experinents will be discussed in c~cpter S, when soee 

results ta~en in t~e co~rse of t~ic investigation will be 
presented. 

Zavins briefly reviewed Gome of t~e more irnportnnt 

contributions to the current zrowt~ field, which have been 

conducted over the last 15 years un~er quite different 

cy.pcrime~tal conditions, it will be helpful to diocuss 

some reCc~t FTL measurements wtich have been made un~er 

low o'lervoltcge (le:::s than 2 per cent overvoltage) 

conditions at ~wansea and in t~is laboratory. 

2. 5 .~~eccnt },rrL r.:casurcr.1ents at low overvol ta.r,eo. 

:lorkers at ~wansea, under Llewellyn Jone8~ have 

been cnc&ged on a study of the temporal growth of 

discharges under low percentage overvoltages for a number 

of years. They usually had large (5cm diameter) bulk ~ctQl 
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electrodes w~ich were previously polished and washed very 

carefully in an attempt to get clean electrode surfeces. 

Particular care wes taken to ensure that their voltage 

iopulse had the necessary short rise tiDe, by reducing all 

inductance paths to a oinimum, and by making the capacitor 

throusll whic~ the icpulse voltaee was applied an integral 

part of the discharge tube envelope. 1he glaDs wall of the 

envelope was the dielectric between two silver plates; this 

arrang~ment created a capacitor with a very high leakage 

r8sistancG and also allowed the lead from the impuloe 

generator to the anode to be kept very short. They applied 

a static backing potential (less than Vs) acrcss the 

electrodes, which had been electronically stabilized to 

better than 0.1 per cent, and they then suddenly overvolted 

the gap by applyine a potential impulse which had a rise 

time of 2.10-8sec, and which had en error in the potential 

of less than 1 per cent. All statistical variations were 

eli~inated by irraCiating t~e cathode with soft X-rays. 

Their exp0riments have cDphasised Just how 

iwportant it io to have thoroughly clean electrode surfaces 

~h£ir prelinary results (48) were obtained with electrodec 

wtich had reccive~ a s in5lo cleaning trcat~ent, Bnd were 

still covGred with a tarnish layer which resulted in en 

appreciable scat~er (a standard deviation of betw~en 10 

and 40 per cent), in the measured fTL's, and elso caused 

some difficulty in ~caDurine Vs. 
diocharze ~et~een the electrodes 

baked t~e system at 350 0 C while 

Later they ran a glow 

for some hours, and then 

pumping, acain for several 

hours. This treatment resulted in the clectrod2s being 

t~oroughly cleaned of all tarnish layera and at 

overvoltages leso than 0.5 per cent, their standard 

deViation was less than 5 per cent, and this wao redUced 

to less than 3 per cent at overvoltages ercater than 2 per 
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cent. 
Their results W8re presented ty d.rawing curveD of 

FTL's vs.percentage overvoltage for different values of 

8/p. As S/p was increased, t1:e displacement of their curves 

from t~e origin increased, this effect having already been 

mentioned in suction 1 .6. It shou~d be pointed out, 
V 

however, that ~Vp ,= p%) rlas c~1ansed by altcl"ing P, while 

d remained constant throughout. 

j. 

~ 

These experimental curves were t~en compared with f 

l 
1 

tLeoreticel Cllrves which w.:;:re obtained ';)y solving sone 

equations produced by uavidson's analysis of the temporal 

growt~ of the current, end whic~ will be discuss ad more 

fully in the next section. Juch a comparison of theoretic~l 

and experimental curves may be used to obtain an indication f 
as to the relative importance of the y and the 5/a t 

I 
processes. Dutton et al (49) compared such a set of theo~-

ctical curves with the published results of Fisher and 

Dederson (37), and though admitting t~at it was not 

possible to obtain ar. exact fit they claioed that "it is 

possible to obtain fair aGreemant tetween the theoreticHl 

analysis and the experiDental rest:lts ••• ". Such an a.nal~slS 

revealer: that the dominant sccondery process ~nder thel~ 

experincntal conditions was the o/a process, but there was 

also some detectable action froL the y process. In the 

Game paper, ~utton et al c~aimed that it W~J posGible to 

conclude thet t~c sane primary and secondary ionization 

processcs,which produce the o~gerved growth of the pre

breakdown currcnts,alno prod~cc in the non-steadY state a 

rapid decrease of the ?TL with increasing overvoltage. They 

further concluded that the actual iTL is dependent on the 

ra tio 5/w (=!7~)' end Tl'L t 8 of the order of 10-
6 
sec wc:-o 

obtained by using Davidson's analysis at overvoltages of 

only 1 or 2 per cent when the o/a process is the dominant 
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secondary process. 

In a later, more complete investigation (50) in 

hydrogen, j,~organ found the relative Llportance of the y 

and o/n processes as j/p changed. He found that 

the y process increaseti in importance as J/p increased, 

but that even at low E/p, the positive ion action was still 

appreciable. JTL vs. percentage overvoltage curves ere 

shown in fie 8. 

Gozna (51) initiated a F"i'L study in this 

laboratory. Sis ~~L ~easuremGnts were taken in conjunctio~ 

with ~easurements of the work function of his cathode, and 

his FTL's were measured in such a way that the work 

function of his cathode was determined only a few moments 

before the d!scharg~. He was able to establi~h that the 

cathode work function influenced Vs very considerably, and 
since the passage of a discharge alters the work function 

of an evaporated metal fil~ cathode (52), this implies 

that discharging the gep, if repeated while the surfaces 

are still disturbed co~ld result in a quite mistaken value 
of the perc~ntage overvoltage being considered. This 

implies that the ~TL will be dependent on the repetitio& 

period of the di~charges. 1ig 9 shows some of his resu!ta. 

7his curve has been interpreted in terms of the 

lowering of V , caused by the presence of positive ions s 
formed in the previous discharge, on the cathode surface. 
Gozna applied a constant voltage at each discharge, but 

since Vs had been lowered b1 the previous discharge, this 

implies that the overvoltage varied with the repetition 

frequency. Immediately after a discharge, the percentage 

overvoltage W~!J large, resulting in a short lTL, but 

as the percentage overvoltage decreased with tine, the FTL 
incrcasGd as the repetition frequency decreascc" • 
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Under the conditions of Gozna's experiments, the cathode, 

when illuminated by a high pressure mercury lamp, return~d 

to its original condition after about 10 sec, end this was 

confirmed by his ~TL measurenents, which show that the 

. lTL's were constant if the repetition period were of the 

sane order of time. 
Gozna used ~xtremely clean experimental condit!o~8. 

The use of ultra-high vacuum techniques allowed the actual 

netal surfaces to be laid down in the absence of the usual 

gas mono-layers on the electrodes. Mis electrodes 

consisted of hard glass, carefully ground and polished, 

onto which was eveporeted a conducting layer of Au, Ag or 

Cu. This technique, together with the usual bekinG et 

temperatures greater than 400
0

,-:: enabled e higher degree of 

p~rity to be obtained then was possible in previo~s 

investigations which Wi.;re conduct.::d using bulk '··~etel 

electrodes, and involved ce.l'cful polishing of the 

electrodes, the very polishing process of necessity intro

ducing soae impurities. Gozna's il2 wes obtained by the 

electrolysis of ~a(O~)2 solution which was then passed 

tl1rough two sets of pnllccHur.1 oSJ'Josis tubes. flos a further 

refinement, he 3tored the ~~2 as US, cnd then obtcined n 2 ir 

his expcrir.wntal tube by heoting the hydride. r~'hisJ 

however, pro~uced no significant c~.endmcnto to his 

previous rcs~lts. 
Llewcllyn Joneo and JoneB (53) have also 

inv2stigat~d the variation of t~e ~TL with the work 

function of the cathode. They used bulk Dotal electrodes 

end hence very careful outgassing procedcreshad to be 

followed in order to re~ove all tarnish layers. Different 

cathoC!e scrfaces were then obtained by sputtering AI, Pt 

and Ni onto the base metal electrode as required. Unlike 
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Gozna, who used t~e :Celvin vibrating electrode method to 

mensure the work fcnction, Anderson's retarding potential 

method was adopted with gold as the reference surface. 

~heir electrical apparatus was basically that previously 

used by i_organ, nnel they too obtcined their :~2 froe Ulr. 
By measuring the 2TL's obtained with anyone 

particular surface, and cooputing values of the coeffic~~~ 

8/a and y, they were able to find the dependence of these 

coefficients on the work function of their surfaces. They 

found that ~n increase in work function of only 0.23 cV at 

en sip of 60 v(cM.m~~e)-l had the effect of practically 

Goubling the oCt:.dll r.1agni tudes oft:'.e secondnry cocff iCients. 

Jurthcr, at an E/p of nearly 150 v(cm.no Hg)-l, about 

95 per cent of the secondary action was photon action and 

only 5 per cent due to positive ions. 'Phis wes in agrcerr.e,t 

with Uorsan's earlier work. 1ig 10 s~ows sone of Llewellyn 

Jones and Jones results. 

Thus it can be seen froD this review of FTL 

measurements at low percentage overvoltag~that it is 

extremely ioportant to have an electrode system that is 

really clean and q~,ite reproducible. It should also be 

pointed out that all the work in section 2.5 has been 

conducted with B tube whose gap distance wes fixed duri.~ -. '" 
any particular experiment, and any changes in :/p were then 

obtained by varying the gas pressure. This has had the 

effect of ensuring that the sane proportion of photon loss 

and excited ~ton loss occurs from the discharee area 

throughout the experiments. 

2.6 ~athcrnatical developments of teoporal growth studies. 

It has been shown earlier that there have been 

essentially two distinct approaches to explain the 

breakGown of an overvol tee! gap. 'l'hese arc the streamer 
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approach and the approach based on the ?ownsend equations 

of the pre-breakdown region. LDthe~atical theoties heve, 

of course, been developed which are based on both of these 

postulated break(own processes. In this section the 

develop:nent of the uathematical theories associated with 

the 70wftsend rnec~anism will now be o~tlined. 

3teenbeck (54) initiated the cathenatical Dodel of 

the brea~down process when he obtained the continuity 

equations w~ich any valid solution Dust o)ey. 3ince there 

will be both electrons e~d positive ions Dovine across the 

discharge gap there will have to be two equations to 

describe theoe move~ents. These equations are 

Gl 1_ 
= 

"dI- 0.1_ -- + 
~t w_ dX 

and d I+. 
tit VI+ 

"01+ 
+ o.I_ + 'SX = 

any equation w~ich describes the current flowing as a 

f~nction of time must satisfy these continuity equations, 

and further, they Dust satisfy the relevant boundary 

conditions for any pa~ticular set of experimental 

conditions. ~ol~t!ons have been presented, froD ti~e to 

ti~e,which have proved to be inadequate since the bo~ndary 

conditions have not been sufficiently rigorous. 3tecnbeck 

considere~ the bo~ndary conditions 

I_(O,t) = yI+(O,t) 

and I+(d,t) = ° 
these correspond to the electron cur~ent at the cathode 

(x = Ob at ti~e, t, being expressed as some constant 

multiple, y, of the positive ion cur~ent at the cathode; 

an' the positive ion curr~nt et the anode ex = d) being 

equal to zero. 
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Bartholoueyczk (55) realised that these boundary 
conditions were not adequate if photon secondary action at 

the cathode was appreciable end he modified them to 

I_(O,t) = yI+(O,t) + 6J:l_(x,t)e-~XdX 

and again 

7hese boundary conditions are azain not complete 

since they contain no reference to the photo-electric 

emission generated by the constant irradiation of the 

cathode with ultra-violet light. Gugelberg (56) noticed 

ttis in 1947 and thus introduced on 10 term into the 

above expression for I_(O,t). 

Later, Davidson (57) at 3wansea, pOinted out that 

even Guzelberg's codification was not really 'complete in 

that it takes no account of the initial distribution of 
charge irtthe gap. He has accordingly presented a full 
account of the bren~down process (developed along 

conventional Townsend principles with no mention of the 

development of space charges) which satisfies the continu i "'," 

equations and the complete boundary conditions, thus 

obtaining expressions for the discharge current as a 

function ~ time. The actual equations are extremely 

complicated in that they use Green's functions and hence 

they are of little use wit~out the resources of a computer. 
It is f3a~,isfying, however, to lmow t:-:£'"t an apparently 

co~plete theory has bee~ developed, if only applicable to 
simple gases such os hydrogen. 

Davidson has also presented an approximate solu_ 

tion to the problem which is valid for breakdown times 

greater than a few electron transits. This solution is 

in a form which is comparatively easy (though more than a 
little tedious) to apply to the experimental conditions 

which existed during the initial part of this investigation. 
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In t~e same paper that Davidson first presented 

his exact sol~tion, 2utton et a1 presented the results 0; 
th2ir calc~lations usin3 his approxi~ate solutlon~ They 

first postulate( B value for the current ~hich would be 

just sufficient to ceusc the voltage across the gap to 

collapse, ane! t;,en they calculated tI~t:3 ti:;e required for 

the current to b~ild up to t~,is value. rl'his ti;.:e wes thc.'" 

defined as the ?TL. 

It W8S earli~r explaine~ that the breakdown time 

~i.e. the~TL) wo~ld be very dependent on the nature of 

the secondary processes active in a discharge, and it wag 

pointed out t~a~ a change in the relative importance of 

these two secondary processes in a hydrogen discharge 

could change the FTL very markedly. Dutton et 

al assu~ed a certain value for the ratio a/w, (= £; ~) a a 
and calculated the FTL for this particular value of a/w 
as the voltaee acrosa the electrodes was varied from V~ 

'" 
to about 2 per cent overvoltage. They thus obtained a 

curve showing how the ?TL varied with the percentage 

overvoltage for a particular value of a/w. They then 

repeeted their calculations assu~in8 a different value of 

this last ratio. In this wey, the importance of a/w cn the· 

breakdown characteristics wes deteroined. These curves 

were then compared with so~e actual experimental curves ~ 

(where the values of E/p, alp etc. assumed in the 

theoretical considerations coincided with the cxperi~ent- . 
I J 

ally found values) a~d hence by deternining the value of ~ 
t 

&/w which produced n curve which wes ttc closest with the 1 
experimental c~rve, the Bctu~l relative importance 0: the 

second~ry proceoses wos found for discharees under these 

v~ry low overvoltsge conditions. 

Jutton et al considered very ~ifferent values of 

the finnl cur~ent which was taken to signify breakdown, 

:1 

! 
:1 :1 

j 
:' 

I· ., 
r 
! , 
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their values in fact varied from as little as 10-
9 A to as· 

much as 10+6 A. Such a drastic change in the breakdown 

current did not change the FTL vs. percentage overvoltage 
curve too drastically and Dutton et a1 say "too great a 
significance should not be attached to the actual value 

of I (O,t)". -
2.7 Conclusion. 

In th~s chapter most of the temporal growth fie14 

has been briefly considered. In the work which is dis~ 

cussed later in this thesis FTL's have been measured under 

widely varying conditions. Firstly FTL's have been meQ

sured at low overvoltages up to on E/p of 200 V(cm.mm Hg)-l . 
in nn nttempt to determine the relll.tLve .1r.lportanc~ ot the 

poooible secondnry proces8~5 at the various E/pls Qnd to 

detect any effects on the secondary coefficients of a 

change in the gap geOtletry (of a change in the ratio din)., 
Secondly 0. studyot the tenporal growth under overvo1to.ges 

~ufticicnt1y hLah tc produc~ ncno-~econd FTL'o WOB 

noce. Brcal<:down und..:;r these very different col\

ditions happens as 0 result of ve~y different processes. 
In the low ovcrvo1tage case breakdown is thought to be due 

to the growth of current on the 'lbwnsend mechanism of pri

mary and secondary ionization processes; while in the ~igh 
overvo1tage case, it becomes apparent that such an appro~h 

alone is quite unrealistic and the space charges formed in 

the discharge influence very markedly the breakdown proces8~! 

In this chapter it has thus. been necessary to consider the 

relevant work wh~ch has been conducted under both of these 

discharge conditions. In the following chapter the 

apparatus used in this investigation is described. 
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Cr-:APTER III 

DESC~IPTION OF APPARATUS 

" 3.1 Introduction 
In chapter 1 it was pointed out that two quite 

distinct investigations were conducted involving the 

breakdown of an overvolted gap. The earlier work in

volving overvoltages smaller than 3 per cent above Vs' 
presented quite different problems to those experienced 
in the later work with very much more highly overvolted 
gaps. Because they are so distinct, it is convenient 

to consider each investigation separately. In bO,th this 
chapter where the apparatus is described, and in the 
following chapter where some aspects of the experimental 
procedure are detailed, the problems of the low over
voltage problem are first presented, followed by the 
special problems of the higher overvoltage breakdown. 

The experimental apparatus ca~ be conveniently 
divided into several distinct parts; the experimental 
tubes, the vacuum system and the electrical measuring 
equipment. These are now considered in more detail. 

3.2 The experimental tubes used in the lower overvoltage 
breakdown ex.periments. 

The first experimental tube was extremely simple. 
The electrodes were made of bulk nickel mounted as shown. 
in fig 11 on a glaas frame. The inter-electrode distance 
was set by placinz a machined plastiC spacer between 
the electrodes, and then softening the glass frame until 
the electrodes were resting on the spacer. In this way 
also the electrodes were set quite parallel to each 
other, though it must be realised that once set, the 
gap distance could not then be altered. U.V. light was 
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admitted on to the cathode at glancing incidence by us
ing 0 qu~z window. Electrical connections to the elec
trodes were mode via nickel wires spot welded onto the 
back of the electrodes, which were run to the co~ercial 
pinch that hod seven tungsten rods sealed into it. 

Tube 1 was used to establish the basic techniques 
of FTL measurement, and hence any undesirable effects of 

using 0 tube with bulk metal electrodes and a fixed 

electrode distance were relatively unimportant at that 

stage. All the later tubes used in this part ·of the 
investigation did not have bulk metal electrodes, and 

all had Q continu~y variable gap distance. 

Fig 12 is a diagram of tube 2, which is essen

tially the same as all the rest of the tubes which were 
used for the low overvoltage experiments. The electrodes 
were made of gloss with 0 conducting layer of gold 
evaporated onto them. Hard gloss rods were melted down 
and the resultant molten material flattened on a carbon 
block. With care, 0 disc like shope could eventually 
be obtained whereupon one area of the disc near the 
centre was heated particularly stronaly ond a tungsten 
rod pushed almost completely through. This tungsten rod 
was to serve os the electrical connection to the actual 
electrode surface. After careful cooling, the glass disc 
was carefully Ground usins oevernl grades of carborundum 

powder in rotation, so that 0 smooth face was obtained 
with the tungsten rod exposed. At this stage sharp 

corners existed at the edge of the disc, ond these had 
to be ground off to prevent any concentration of the 

field occuring at these sharp paints. This erln'ins 
was successfully accomplished by mounting the electrodes 
in a lathe and gently applying 0 smoll piece of 
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carborundum stone to the sharp· corners. 

In all these later tubes the cathode was fixed, 
and it was the anode which was moved in order to change 
the gap distance. In tube 2 the cathode was fixed to 
the end of the tub~while the anode was attached to the 
pinch at the other. This method of mounting seemed to 

be convenient at the time,though great difficulty was 

experienced in setting the electrodes parallel to each 
other, and thus in all the later tubes both electrodes 
were connected via glass rods to the pinch. This second 
method implies, however, that a glass rod has to pass 
betwcen the electrodes and the envelope wall, but this 
can be conveniently accommodated by blowing out a part 
of the envelope. In all these tubes the electrodes 
were mounted centrally so that they were a uniform dis
tance away from the envelope walls. 

The moveable anode mechanis:m was the same in all 
these later tubes. A glass rod attached to the rear of 
the anode rested on a cradle which wos attached to the 
pinch. Two Jron slugs, sealed in Q small glass envelope 
were attached to this rod, thus allowing the electrode 
to be moved by an external magnet. 

Electrical connections were made to the cathode 
in all the tubes by a tungsten seal which was situated 
behind the cathode. This extra tungsten seal introduced 
a further potential leak to air, but it was considered 
worthwhile as it avoided any troubles which may have 
ariscn,due to field distortion,on passing a connecting 
wire from the cathode, past the anode, to the commercial 
pinch. Electrical connection to the anode was made via 
the pinch (except in tube 3 where another tungsten seal 

was used as shown in fig 13). 
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The conducting Inyer on the electrode surface of 

tube 3 wns bariuD) while that for tubes 2, 4, 5 was gold. 

The boriur:l wno obtained from commerciol barium ge tters, 

two zetters being pooitioned to deposit borium onto each 

electrode. ~h8 getters were heated by pas3ing n current 
throueh the.:J. froD a 11 regovol t tr, which could g1 ve a 

current of lOA et a potential difference of 20V. The 

gold for the other tu~es woo obtcined from some fine gold 

wire, 0 convenient amount of which hod first to be pre

pared in t.hG fore of Cl he od • The procedur'e was to wind 

obout 6" of the wire lightly onto 0 tungsten frnme, 

which was counted inside n gloss envelope through which 

hyer~sen could be passed continuously.A steady stream 

of hydrogen wos ~assed through the tUbe, emerging from 

a very fine hole, cnd after some minutes the hydro·. 

gen emerging from this hole wos lit cnd the speed of the 
stream edjusted to produce 0 jet about J" high. A 

steadily increasing current WOG then passed through the 
tungsten wires vie the "rcgo·lolt," until the gold hod 

become molten cnd clung to the tungsten frame os 0 smQl~ 

bead. The current wes passed until the gold surface wa~ 

clear cnd free froD ony visible inpuritics, nnd then th~ 

bead wo~ corefully cooled. The gold bead thus obtoined 

was ~ounted ~t a suitnble position cidwuy between the 

two electrodes ns shown in fig i2. Connections for 

henting the beod were via tho usunl tungsten seals. 

Charge build up on the slnos walls of the enve

lope could hcv~ produced undesirable field distortion, 

nnd hence it was urrunaed to hove nn electro-stotic 

screen cround the elcctrodos. ~hiD screen was crcQtcd 

uutor.1O.tically ";',hen gold :md bcriur.1 were evaporated) con
toct to cu~th being achieved by Q ~ungsten seal and a 

s~all piece of tungsten wire which wes sprung, to 
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ensure thf.t .iontact w&.s alw!lYs :~1ade with the gal":: or. the 
envelope. 

3.3 The Convent~onal vacuux systems used fcr both investi
gations. 

Two distinct conventional vacuum systems were 

required, one to evacuate the experimental tubes and 

the other to evacuate the hydrogen producing apparatus. 

30th systems were constructed of hard gloss and both 

used the so~e shaft driven oil rotary backing pump. The 

complete VOCUUf,l system and hydrogen producing apparatus 
is shown in fig 1<-. 

The ~anifold system used a Jencon's 3 stage 

mercury diffusion pump, while the hydrogen vacuum 

system used a single stage oil diffusion pump. In actual 

fact, this "oil" diffusion PUr:lP was 0 gloss pump de

signed for use with mercury, but os it wos considered 

desirable to ovoid using freezing traps on the hydrogen 

side, and since use of mercury could well hove resulted 

in an amalgam forcing on the palladium thimbles it was 

decided to attempt to use the pump filled with oil. This 

proved to be very satisfactory. Zdward's silicone fluid 

( 704) was used which has a vapour pressure of lesB than 
S.10-7mm Hg at lSoC. Freezing tops containing liquid 

nitrogen and phosphorous pentoxide (P20S) traps were used 

os shown in fig ~. 

These VOCUUD systecs could pump down to pressures 
-6 ( of the order of 10 ne I·:g the mercury pump a little 

lower than "oil" pump). Prcsoures in the rcmge 10":'\01cr6mm 
Hg can be conveniently measured using 0 Penning gouge. 

The Penning gauges used in this investigation, were 
constructed in the laboratory, and consist essentially 

of a nickel anode on either side of which is Q nickel 
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circulcr plate cathode, the cathodes being about 0 

centimetre in dingeter nnd positioned about a centi

oetre apart. A oagnctic field of 600 oersteds was 

applied perpendicularly to the plates by means of 0 

soa11 permanent magnet. The gouges were p~sitioned 

just beneath the asbestos top of the frame between the 

vacuur.l systems cnd the nanifold as shown in fig 1.4. 

Great care was taken to ensure that grease 

could not possibly contaDinate the experimental tubes, 

and hence no grease tops were used on the manifold 

vocuu~ systco,other than the one tap between the bock

ine pump and the diffusion pump. 

~hile results were actually being taken, the 

experimental tubes were left on the manifold for sone 

weeks at low pressures. Frequent lettins down to 

atmospheric pressure wos not re~'~red,and hence it 

was not considered worthwhile to inveat in eetal tops 

to be used between the conifold and the manifold 

vacuum system. Instead a number of "gloss constriction~" 

and "brenkers" were constructed, which could be used 

to isolate the manifold from the pumps (by closing a 

constriction in the gloss tubing) and, when reqUired, 

the ~cnifold could be opened to the pumps again (by 

smashing the thin gloss at onc of the breakers with 

an iron fJ.lug). The .iro:! slug, sealed in 0 gloss envelope 

in order to prevent the oetal outcassin~was moved by 

o magent froD onc breaker to another ns required.~ 

The hydrogen vacuum systen was separated by a 

grease top from the hydrogen produce~and beyond this 

grease top the hydrogen system was separated from the 

manifold by n palladium thinble and n spiral gouge. 
Those will be discussed Dore fully in section 3.5. 
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3.4 The ultra-high vacuum system used for both 

investigations 

The ultra-high vacuum systen was situated on 

the manifold, and its purpose w~s to reduce the resi
-6 dual gns pressure in the mn~~fold from about 10 mm He 

-8 to pressures less than 10 nn Hg. The essential parts 

of this vacuum systeQ were a getter tube and n Daynrd

Alpert ion pump. The getters were made of barium con

tained on a nickel frace, the frace being spot-welded on 

to a nickel rod, and positioned on the manifold in a posi

tion so that it was convenient to fire them with a radio

frequency eddy current heater. The getters were able 

to reduce the residual gas pressure in the experinental 
-6 -7 p tubes fron 10 mm 53 tolO mm ng. 

The Dayard-Alpert ion punps (58) were usually cede 

in this lnborctory and can reduce the residual prcssure 
-8 in the experimental tubes to less than 10 mn Hg. The 

grid of the ion pucp (which can also be used as a pres

sure measuring gau3c) was made from tunasten and was 

wound on a copper former ~ such that there were about 6 

turns per centi~etre, every turn being spot welded into 

position. The collector wire was made from very thin 

tun3sten wire~ which was someticcs etched to reduce . 

its thickness still further. Two tungsten filaments 

were included inside the Glass envelope,so that if one 

filament was to burn out the ion pump would not be ren

dered useless. The positive ions arc removed from the 

system by becominc embedded in either the glass envelope 
~c 1IQ.cj-rr 

or in the £tH4o, actually more ions becor.le attached to the 
c.o(( .... ef".-

glaoD than became attached to the ~ (59). Electrical 

contact is madc to the collector and filaoent through 

the 7 pin co~~crcial pinch, ond to the collector wirc 

by a tungsten seal throu~h the top of thc envelope. 
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Towards the end of this investigation it wns decided 

to invest in commercial Bayo.rd-Alpert gnuges; they 

were physically smaller, though they had the some 

essential features of those described above. 

3.5 The hydrogen producer and the ocasurecent of 

hydrogen pressure 

Hydrogen was obtained by the electrolysis of a 

solution of barium hydroxide. The oxygen side of the 

voltnmeter was separated froe the atmosphere by 0 tube 

containing sodiuw carbonate, which prevented any carbon 

dioxide reo.chine the hydroxide, where it would have 

formed a precipitate of barium carbonate. The hydrosen 

WeS dried by allowing it to stand for some hours over 

two phosphorous pcntoxidetrapS,and wos then passed 

into the manifold by heating the two polladiutl thicbles 

shown in fig 14. 

The palladium thimbles consist of a pallodium 

tube, closed at onc end, the open end of which was 

sealed onto n piece of platinum tube; the platinum 

tube wos then sealed into some lecd glass which was 

seo.led via a graded seal to a hord elnss tube leading 

directly to the ~anifold. The pnlladiu~ absorbs hydrogen 

very readily, cad so durine an actual expericent, the 

palladium thioble heaters were kept on. The heater on 

the first thimble consisted of c coil cround a hord 

gloss tUbe which enclosed the palladium tubes. This 

type of heatins is now considered undesirable (60~ 

since it can result in the hard gloss outgassing and 

contacina tins the hydrogen. 'rhe second thimblE': was 

heated by a wire coil surrounding the palladium tubes. 

The hydrogen pressure in the manifold was measured 

by using a spiral enugc and an oil nanoceter. The 
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spiral gouee wos connected across the second pallndiuQ 

thimble,and was arranged to give a zero reading when the 

pressure on either Bide of the thi~ble was the sn~e. The 

oil mcnomctcr measured the pressure of the hydrogen on 

the side of the palladiur.1 thimble away from the manifold. 

Thus in order to be able to record the pressure in the 

oanifold, it was necessary to heat the palladium for 

some hours (usually about six hours was required) until 

the spiral gouge rending wes zero, the pressure on both 

sides of the thimble was the some, and hence the oil 

manometer reading gave the pressure of hydrogen in the 

manifold. In this way the pressure could be ceosured 

with on oil manornete~witho~t the oil beinG able to 

contaminate the experimental tubes. 

3.6 The volta~e source and the voltage oensuring npparatus 

for the lower overvoltaec breakdown experinent~ 

In order to measure 2TL's 0 source of static 

backing potential is required, and, in addition n source 

of pulse voltage. The static bocking potential was s~p 

plied by a bank of about eight 110V dry batteries con

nectcd in series, a precise voltage adjustment bcin~ 

obtained by usine a 500 Kohm potentio~eter across one 

of the batteries. In this way it was quite possible 

to obtain potentials which differed by as little os O.lV. 

The cathode ond the screen of the experinental 

tube was earthed, the anode thus being at a pos1tive 

potential with respect to the earth. Thio potential 

difference was measured with the aid of a voltnge 

divider consistine of n chain of ten calibrated 1 Mohc 

resistors in series with 0 10 Kohn resistor. A con

ventional potentiometer (Cropico P3) wos used to measure 
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the potential drop across the 10 Kohm resistor, whence, 

by multiplication by the appropriate factor, the total 

potential difference could be calculated. 

The pulse voltage was obtained from a Solartron 

pulse generator. This is a convenient instrument to 

use in that it can s~pply pulses of amplitude froe 10v 

to lOOv at intervals of 10v, with a continuously vari

able pulse length from zero up to 250 ~sec. The vol

tage pulses can be triggered externally, or internally, 

at repetition rates of frou 50 per second up to 10,000 

per second. The output voltage, however, was not accu

rately set at 100v, and its true value was conveniently 

measured by using a 545 ~ Tektronix oscilloscope. The 

rise time of the 30lartron was of the order of C.l~sec. 

The probe which was most frequently used with 

the oscilloscope attenuated the incoming signal by a 

factor of 10, and was effectively a 10 Mohm resistance 

shunted by a 10 p~ capacitance. It was thus necessary 

to connect a small capacitor betw:een the probe and the 

electrodes of the experimental tube, in order to avoid 

a voltage drop across the probe, when measurements wc~e 

being taken. 

3.7 The experimental apparatus used for the higher 

~vervoltage breakdown experiments 

The apparatus used for this part of the investi

gation was basically that which was developed by Dawson 

(47), whose experiments were briefly considered in 

section 2.4. The conditions in this experiment were 

such as to produce ~TL's in the nano-second region. 

For such short times, it was extremely convenient to 

obtain the voltage pulse which was to be applied to 

the experimental gap, by discharging a charged co-axial 
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cable by using a very fast switch. The experimental 

tube was small enough to be positioned along the inner 

conductor of the co-axial cable without creating too 

much of n discontinuity to any voltage pulses travell

ing alone the cable. 

In order to discuss the experimental apparatus, 

it is useful to consider first some of the properties 

of the co-axial cables used in this investigation. 

These cables hove the property that the velocity of 

propagation of any waves along the line is independent 

of frequency. This is essential if voltage pulses are 

to be transmitted along the line without distortion. 

The cable can be sai~ to hove a certain parallel capa

citance per unit length, C, and a certain series in

ductance per unit length, L. The characteristic 

i~pedance, Z , of such cables can be shown to be purely 

resistive nn~ equal to (L/Ci t, and the time delay per 
1 

unit length, T, of the cable can be written as (LC)~ 

Consider 0 length of the co-axial cable charged 

to a voltage V through a high resistance, os in fig 15. 

On closing th0 switch n square pulse of amplitude + V/1 
passes across the switch, and n pulse of ampli-

tude - V/2 flows back along the line. Both of these 

voltage pulses will be affected by any discontinuities 

along the cables and it is useful to consider three 

such discontinuities: (i) the pulse may feed into a 

resistive load, of magnitude Zo, {ii) the pulse may 

arrive at on open circuit and, (iii) it may be pre

sented with Q short circuit between the inner and outer 

conductors. In case (i) the wove is co~pletcly ab

sorbed, there being no reflected wove at all. At 

the open circuit (ii) the wave is completely reflected, 

so thot the polarity of the current is reversed, 
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while the polarity of the voltage remains unchDnged. 

This means that the voltage of the reflected wave is 

added to the voltage of the incident wave (producing 

voltage doubling), while the current of the reflected 

wave cancels the current of the inci1ent wove, to give 

zero total current in the cable. In case (iii), the 

short circuit, the reflection now ta~cs place with the 

voltage polarity being reversed, ond the current 

polarity remaining unchanged. 

Considering again fig 1.S it can be seen that 

the voltage pulse of amplitude - V/2 which travels bacl( 

alone the line, on reaching the high chargine leak re

sistor, R (R much greater than 2 0 , i.e. high enough to 

be effectively an open circuit), is reflected ao described 

above, the result being that a pulse of amplitude iV/2 an~ 

(.¥.id th 2T 1 (I = len:;th of the cable), is discharged 

across the switch. This is basically the method which 

is used to produce both of the voltage pulses which are 

required for the experiment. The details of the actu~J 

circuit employed will now be considered in more detail. 

In or~er to produce a practical cable circuit 

there are eS3entJally three requirements which must be 

satisfied. First n suitable length of cable is required 

which, when discharged, will produce a square pulse of 

the des\re~ length. Secondl~ a very fast switch is re

quired, in order that a square puloe may travel along 

the c~bleo, and lastly the experimental tube must be of 

a suitable size, and be carefully positioned, so that it 

doesn't present too much of a discontinuity in the cable 

circuit. 

The length of cable which is req~ired to pro

duce a given puloe length is very dependent on ~he 
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on the particular cable which is used. 30ac cables 

with a straight wire as an inner conductor, have thus 

a low value of L,and hence T is sonewhat small also. 

Other cables, however, have a helically wound inner 

conductor with a higher value of L, and hence an in

creased value of T. Using these latter cables thus 

results in a shorter length of cable beine required 

to produce a pulse of a given length. ?or this in

vestigation pulses of up to 200 nsec were required, 

and using 75 ohm telcvision cable a length of about 

12' was required, while using a Transradio 950 ohm 

cable (RG-65A/U) this length was reduced to about 3'. 

During this investigation both kinds of cable were 

used os the pulse forming line and both were found 

to give acceptable results. 

There are many varieties of switches which may 

be employed to discharge the charged co-axial cable. 

Dawson used a hydrogcn thyrntron (Uullard XH3-045) 

which was found to operate fairly satisfactorily when 

triggered by a soall co~mercial pulse generator (E~I 

Type 1). The saDe method was used in this investiga

tion, though it was found to be desirable to increase 

the triggering pulse length from the small pulse gener

ator to 2 ~sec, which was casily accomplished by 

attaching about 0 200 yd. length of 75 ohm television 

cable to the pulsc [,enerator. This cable was then 

discharged by using Q vcry fast relay switch which 

WOG wetted with mercury, thus producing very fast 

rise tines in the eocrgent pulsc,which was then app

lied to the grid of the thyrotron. 

In chapter 2 it was poi~ted out how desirable 

it is in gas discharge investigations to prevent too 
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high currents flovine which might damage the electrode 

surfaces. It is thus extrencly desirable to use high 

impedance cables, so that any currents which flow when 

n cable ot a given voltoge is discharged is kept to a 

~inimu~. ior this reason, os well os for the high 

value of T, the ~fransrndio cable fJo.~-_G-65i\/U was found 

to be particularly suitable for this investigation. 

When 0 length of television cable (with 0 lower i@ped

once) was used, as the pulse forming line, the pulse 

had,of cours~ to be fed into a 75 ohm load in order 

that rnaxi~um power was transferred and no undesirable 

reflections were set up; this was conveniently achieved 

by having a resistance of about 75 ohe pIeced across 

the inner and outer conductors of the 950 ohm coble, 

into which the pulse was being fed. 

On discharging the cable using the hydrogen 

thyratron as just described, a pulse with 0 rise time 

of about 20 nsec wos obtained. This is too large when 

FTL's of the some order ore to be measured, ond it wos 

found that positioning a small air spark gap along 

the cable hod the effect of reducing the rise time to 

about 5 nGec. These auxiliary spark gaps ore frequently 

pressurised, but since c rise time of less than 5 nsec 

was quite occeptable for this experi~en~ normal air 

pressure was used in this investigation. 

The cable from the cathode of the experimental 

tube led through an 825 ohm resistor to the 125 ohm 

impedance input of the 519 Tektronix oscilloscope, 

thus presenting n load to the pulse of 950 ohm (= the 

chcracteristic impedance of the cable). The electrode 

syste~ is essentially 0 capaCitance of value n few 

PF's and hence 0 small displacement current flows 
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throueh the oscilloscope, charging up the gap, when 

the pulse arrives at the anode. This displacement 

current was found to be quite adequate to trigger the 

oscilloscope, thus allowing the ensuing current flow

ing across the gap to be displayed on the oscilloscope. 

The ?TL was defined as being the time between the peak 

of the displacement signal on the scope nnd the first 

observable current rise (corresponding to c current of 
2 just less than lO--A). ?he conplete circuit is shown 

in fiZ 1~ and a typical trace in fig 17. 

The experimental tube was ouch simpler than 

those used in the earlier experiments. The electrodes 

were made of bulk nickel. The tungsten rods leading 

from the electrodes to the outside of theQte ~ng kept as 

short as possible and the whole tube being enclosed in 

o co-axial arrangement constructed by uawson, in an 

attemptto ovoid any unwanted reflections of the inci

dent voltage pulse. PrOD ges discharge considerations, 

it is i~perative that the ratio gap distance (d) to 

electrode diameter (3), i.e. d/: be kept os small 09 

possible. This i~plies that for a given d, D cust be 

very much lnrger (up to lO.d for really uniform fields); 

this, however, is not really possible since the whole 

tube size Dust be kept ns s~all as possible. ~urther, 

a high e,and a too small d,mi~ht very well increase 

the gap capacitance to D vnlue such that the dis

placement current would be many times greater than 

the current flow which is taken as signifying break-

down. It is thus necessary to compromise to a cer-

tain extent, and D was usually equal to about 2.d. 

In this chapter the apparatus used in the 

whole investigation has been briefly described. In 
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the following chapter the basic techniques employed in 

measuring 7TL's are presented, while the remaining 

chapters consist of a discussion of the experimental 

results obtained in this investigation. 
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':::~iP .. P TE~ I V 

~~~Pti1.Ij~2NTAL PROCEDm::'E AND 

CALCULATION or THE FTL 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, some indication is given of the 

actual experimental procedure. The preparation of the 

expericental tubes is described, and the techniques of 

measuring FTL's at both the low and the very much higber 

overvoltages ore also outlined. Lastly the methods 

used to calculate FTL's ore outlined briefly. 

4.2 Preparation of the experimental tubes 

It wes a lengthy procedure to prepare the experi

mental tubes up to the point when hydrogen was first 

admitted. The manifold vacuum system pumped the tubes 
-5 down to a pressure of the order of 10 mm Hg, and then 

the whole manifold assembly was covered with an oven 

and baked at 450 0 C for up to 48 hours, while still 

pumping Mth the backing pump and the diffusion pump. 

This procedure was essential in order to outgas all the 

glassware associated with the experimental tubes. The 

pressure increased, of course, when the oven was first 

switched on, but, the system being free of leaks, even-
-6 tually fell lower then 10 mm Hg. Liquid nitrogen 

uaps were always used between the pump and the manifold, 

to prevent any mercury vapour entering the experimental 

tubes. 

After this first preliminary baking of the mani

fold assembly, it was then necessary to outgns the metal 

ports, and in order to do this adequately they had to 

be heated to te~peretures much higer than 450 0 C. ?or 
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metal ports such os bulk metal electrodes, Boyard

Alpert pump grids, barium getters, this heating was 

conveniently accocplished by using 0 radio-frequency 

eddy current heater. On heating these metal parts to 

red heat, the pressure rose quite considerably; they 

were kept hot until no further gos was given off, and 

the pressure had returned to its earlier value of the 
-6 order of 10 mm Sg. The gold bead could not be heated 

in this way, instead the "regavolt" passed an increas

ing current through the tungsten frame containing the 

beod,until the surface of the bead just become mobile. 

Great core hod to be taken to ensure that the tube was 

quite steady during the process, since a slight jerk 

could hove ca~seG the bead to foll froe the tungsten 

wire; and further,there was a risk that the tungsten 

rods which were sealed into the gloss and through which 

electrical contact WOG oade with the bead, could have 

become too hot and actually cracked the gloss. The 

specially mounted bariuc getters in tube ~ were heated 

in this way by the "regovolt" to red hent and the fila

ments of the Bayard-hlpert pump were similarly heated. 

The metal ports having been outgassed, the glass

ware was a~ain baked for up to 40 hours. At this stage, 

the pressure in the oanifold was less than lO-60c Hg, 

and it was necessary to seal the manifold vacuum system 

by carefully collapsing one of the constrictions men

tioned in section 3.3. The constriction was first care

fully heate~ in order that any gas siven off by this 

more intense heating would be carried away by the pump, 

and when the glass was eventually just at its softening 

pOint, a getter was fired. The constriction was closed 

and another getter fired. In order to be quite sure 
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that there were, in fact, no minute leaks to air, the 

pressure was read on the Eayard- Alpert pum~which was 

then switched off and the manifold left for 24 hours~ 

after which tine the pressure was a3ain noted, and if 

no pressure rise was indicated the punp was left on for 

two or three days. The temperature of the f ilarJent was 
g. (,,- c..tn r\. 

adjusted so that the ~e~itiye ieft current at the grid 

w~ about 5 Dilli-amps. After about two days the 
-8 pressure should have been reduced to less than 10 mm Hg, 

this corresponding to minute filament currents, too small 

really to be read on the Cambridge micro-ammeter, re

quiring really an electrometer. 

When the manifold was at as low a pressure as 

could be obtained, the gold and barium surfaces were 

loid down. The gold and barium were heated by using the 

"regavolt" as described under the outgassing procedure, 

though they were, of course, heated to higher temperatures 

when evaporation was required. It was necessary after 

the surfaces and electrostatic screen had been laid 

down, to be able to measure the distance between the 

electrodes, and hence it was necessary to ensure that 

a small window was created in the gold nnd barium 

covered envelopes. This was easily achieved by en

closing in the envelope a moveable iron slug, again 

sealed in a 3lass tube, which could be held by a mag-

net against the envelope where the wl~dow was required. 

4.3 Gparking potential ~easurencnts 

It is somewhat difficult to define the sparking 

potential V, in a wa.y which is acceptable to all s 
workers in the gas discharge field. In section 1.2,1t 

was defined as the minimum voltage which must be 

applied in order that the gap may break down. Diffi-
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culties are encountered in practice, however, in 
actually measuring Vs. Sometimes applicction of a 
given voltage will cause breakdown, cnd at others it wLll 
not, hence some workers define Vs as bein, the vol
tage which when applied across the gap causes break
down in 40 per cent of the cases, others 50 per cent 
or even 100 per cent. It is apparent that this ia en
tirely at the discretion of the investigator; such 
problems of definition were avoided in the lower over
voltage experiments (where a value for V wcs required) • by plottins a FTL vs. applied voltage curve and tatin, 
V. to be that voltcge where the FTL tended to infinity. 
This was sometimes found to be convenient, though at 
others it was found that the 'TL curves did not increase 
really steeply enoush for a truly unambl~ou. definition 
of V •• 

The'applied potential, of course, wcs the sum of 
the static backing potential (measurable to better than 
O.lV) and the lOOV voltage pulse (measurable only to 
about 3V). Variations in the applied voltcge were al
ways mode by varying the static backing voltage, while 
the pulse voltage recained constant throughout; this 
implying that when V~ was clearly defined on the FTL 
vs. applied vo.'ltase curve (i.e. when the static back
ing potential port of V. could be determined to better 
than O.iV),overvoltages up to the desired 3 per cent 
could be applied to an accuracy ot O.lV, i.e. for vol
tages of the order of eOOVsay, an overvolta.e ot say 
2 per cent could be applied to an accuracy better than 
1.6 per cent. This was not always the case, however, 
and when Vs was not obtainable so precisely, the 
accuracy of the overvoltases was obviously somewhat le ••• 
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In the second port of this investigation et very 
much higher overvoltages, it was explained in section 
2.4 that a static measurement of Vs had really no rele
vance to the experimental conditione, hence Vs was not 
detergined at all. 

4.4 FTL measurements at the lower overvoltages 
The voltaze applied to the experimental g~p con

sists of a static backing voltoee, V~, and a pulse 
D 

vol tage, V'p, such that (VB+Vp ) is greater than Vs' VB 
was applied from a bank of about eight 120V dry batteries 
and Vp from a Solnrtron pulse generator. The probes ot 
the oscilloscope were connected across the electrodes, 
and the voltage pulse displayed on the screen. At break

down, the gap voltage collapsed,and hence the FTL could 
be easily determine~la9 the: time trom the b~ginning ot 
the pulse,to the moment the voltage collapsed. 

The voltage pulse could be obtained trom the 
pulse generator in different ways. The pulses could 
be obtained at specitied repetition rates ranging from 
50 per sec to 10,000 per sec, and it was also possible 
to apply the pulse using on external trigger. 30th in
ternal and external trigeers were used durine the in
vestiGation, though for most of the results, the 
external trieeer was used. For tube 1 which was used 
~erely to establish the techniques of measurins FTL's 
the internal trigger was used and the resultant break
downs displayed on the 545A Tektronix oscilloscope. A 
repetition rate ot 50 per sce was used and hence many 
pulses were seen on the screen at any given instant. 
This method was thus usetul in order to find the 

range over which !"TL's occurred, thouZh it was quite 
useless to attempt to mensure the mean lTL. There 
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ore also serious objections to applying pulses in this 
way. Gozna (51) found that charge built up on the 
electrodes when the gap broke down, and the electrodes 
took times up to ten seconds to res.in their original 
state. Application of pulses at r~tes or so per aec re
sults in the breakdown being very dependent on these 
chorse buila-up effects, and hence for any meaningful 

measurements it was necessary to use on external trigger 

and apply the pulses about every ten seconds. This 

was the method used for tu~es 2 to 5 inclusive. 
The pulse length was conti~ouS1Y variable up 

to 250 ~sec, nnd since FTL'S up to about 40 ~sec were 

usually measured a 50 ~sec pulse was found to be quite 
adequate. With this arrangement breakdown currents 

only flowed across the gap for 0 few ~sec, and hence 
no appreciable damoge was done to the electrode sur
faces. The Tektronix oscilloscope No.545A was par
ticularly suitable for measuring FTL's tn the range 

1.5 ~sec to 40 ~sec, since it had time base scales of 
0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10 ~sec per cm (amongst others). The 
oscilloscope screen hod a long persistanCe,o.nd hence 
it was convenient to measure the FTL's visually. It 
would be 0 straightforward matter to photograph the 
traces, but this was not considered necessary for this 
investigation. 

The technique employed for obtaining a graph of 
the PTL vs. perccntoee overvoltag~,wQs to set the static 

vOltoze so that (Vs+Vp) was es close to Vs as possible an"" 
t~ke between 20 and 50 rcodings of the FTL; the atatic 

voltage was then increased by about 2V and the FTL 
measured aga1n, this process being repeated until the 
total applied voltage was 3 per cent above the npproxi-
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mate value of Vs' h graph was then plotted of these 
FTL's against corresponding vo1tages, and from this 
graph a value of Vc was determined as explained earlier. 
Having obtained V~, the FTL ~~ percentage overvo1tage 

Q 

curve was then constructed. 
There is, of course, not a wholly acceptable 

way of obtaining ~ FTL corresponding to any particular 
applied voltage. The range of measured FTL's at times 
was quite considerable, and an argument can be put for
ward in favour of taking the mean value of the readings 
as being the quoted FTL, and alternatively, it ~an be 
argued that not the mean value but the reading which 

occurs most frequently should be the quoted FTL. In 

practice there is probably not too much difference be
tween these two definitions; however, it is as well to 
realise that there is no overwhelming reason to accept 
either definition. For all the results quoted at the 
lower overvoltages (i.e. for the first 5 tubes) the 
mean of between 20 and 50 readings was taken as being 
the FTL. 

4.5 Calculation of the FTL at the lower overvoltages 

I 

The equations used to calculate FTL's were the 
ones used by Dutton et al (4a), and are basically 
BartholomeyczkO's which hove been mOdified by Davidson. 
It is necessary to have values of G, wiG, w_ and w+ 

corresponding to the experimental conditions. 

The value of G was obtained from Fletcher's 
Gip YS.E/p curve (61), which was obtained in this 
laboratory under virtually identical experimental con
ditions. wiG was calculated from Townsend's break
down criterion, namely, 
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1 = o 

't.' _ and w+ we re 0 t firs t token from quoted values in 
Dutton's nnd Morgon's papers, though for later calcu
lations, w+ was taken os being 100 w_ and values for 
w taI<.en from tables quoted by Eme le us et 01 (S). -

The procedure adopted to calculate a FTL vs. 
percentage overvoltage curve at any particular 3/p was 

as follows: 

(i) Having obtained from Fletcher's results 

a value of a corresponding to the given experimental 

conditions, the value of w/a was calculated from Town
send's breakdown criterion. 

(ii) Values of 5/a and y were chosen such that: 

w/a = &/a + y 

(iii) A particular overvoltage was considered. 
In this investigation it was decided to calculate curves 

up to 2 per cent overvoltage, in which range w/a would 
be essentially constant. It was then necessary to cnl

culnte values of n constant, l from the equation F(d) = 0: 

F(d) 

where, ~ + = w 
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Thio ~'1::::'S Q lC::1[thy procedure and IHHl to be 

achieved by successive cpproxiuntion. 

(Iv) 'rhe vel He of ).. oDt~ined wns i~serted 
into the following equation, 

= 

Where I (O,t) w::::.s the current at the cathode at tice -
t,which was taken as sisnifyine that the gap hod indeed 

bro!~en down. The tine, t, which ie the F7L, is tZ1en 

cnlculcted from this last eQuotion. 

It con be scen that this process is very tedious, 

and further, since values for w· nnd ware required 
- + 

(which have not been raeasurcd ot the E/p t S involved in 

this investigation), the results of the calculQtlo~nust 

be interpreted with carc. 

4. G FTLY3~1f.Fe!";lcnts et ...!.h~ .. higher ovcrvol ~es 
With very ~uch higher QPplic~ voltoges, the FTL's 

-3 were reduced by n factor of about 10 • Thc circuit 

cmploying high icpcdnncc cO-Qxiel cables wos described 

in section 3.1. ~he current flowing across the gap was 

~ispl.nycd on e ·tct< tronix oscilloscope (No. 519), cnd the 

~TL censured visually for Dost of the results, though 

os wi th the 545A oscilloscope it wns a a-tr·e.tsht i'orv/crd 
cotter to photograph the traces. 

As for the lowep overvoltagc c~se, sooe woy of 

selectinc one voluc,oo the FTL corresponding to a given 

sct of condltlona,wns required, and this tioc it appeared 

to be ~orc ne~nin~ful to take the FTL ns being the break-.. 
down tine which occu~ecl cost frcGuently. The conditions 



for this cxperi~ent were such that breakdown could 

possibly ~ave bGGn a result of the multiplication of n 

single avalnnche. The distribution of FTL's found was 
not synmetrical about a Deen value, most of the F~L's 
being found at the lower end of the distribution, ond 

thus tnkin~ t~e DGCn vnluG os being the F~L would hove 

produced a value substantially different from taking that 
which occurred cost frequently. 

7he pulse forcing c~ble was discharged about 

every 5 sec, by applying 0 triggering pulse froD the 

cooMercial pulse generator to the thyratron, which was 

used as a switch. The results were this time plotted 

in the foro FTL vs. Sip, the concept of V and over-s 
voltages not being very ~eaningful under the given experi-

mental conditions (as explained in section 2.4). 

4.7 Calculation of the FTL at the higher overvoltages. 

~he smalles~ current which when flowing across 
the gap could have been observed on the oscilloscope 
was a little less then 10-2A. If breakdown had been 

caused by the passage of a single electron (charge Q) 

moving across the gap without any secondary effects 

being active, the time, t, taken for the gap to break 

down, i.e. the FTL, would have been given by: 

10-2 = ~- e GW_ t 

Assuming breakdown was essentially a pri~ary process 

(this is dealt with more fully in chapter 6), then t 

could hove been calculated if values of G and w were 

assumed. These values of the FTL would be very markedly 

altered if appreciable space chnrCes hed developed 

across the gap, and could be entirely Disleading if the 

values of G and w used were not applicable under the 
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given experimental conditions. Thus the equation 

above had to be regarded with care. It did not 

necessarily enable the FTL to be calculated under 
the experimental conditions, but ocrely enabled a 

theoretical time to be calculated which would have 

been valid if space char3c effects had not been 

irnportnnt. 

4.7 Sumoory 

In this chapter 0 brief review has been given 

of the techniques e~ployed to measure FTL's in the 

course of this investigation, and of the cethods used 

to calculate FTL's. In the following chapters the 

expericental results obtained in this investigation 

orc presented, and an attempt is code to interpret 

thee in terms of fundamental gos discharge processes. 
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CHJ..\l'TER V 

~ESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE LOW 

OVERVOL'l'AG3 BREAKDOWN EXPER.IMeNTS 

5.1 Introduction. 

In this chapter the results obtained fro~ the first 

five experimental tubes are presented, and aa attempt 

made to interpret t>em in terr.~s 0 f gas discharrre processe i' 

The experiDents were conducted with hydrogen in the low 

pressure range, which was introduced into the oanifold 

only after rigorous pu~ping and outgassinc procedures had 

been followed, which reduced the pressure in the ,.1anifold 

to less than 10-Smm ~g. The FTL was measured, at over

voltages up to 3%, at different values of the parameter 

3/p, where 40( zip <.200 V(crn.mt1 Hg)-l. From these 

experimental curves, and with the aid of a Qathematical 

annlyoib, attempts have been made to determine the 

relative inportance of the two possiDle seconc1nry proces.se...~ 

which co~ld have teen active in the considered cischarceD. 

5.2 Preliminary results froD tube 1. 

Tube 1 wes very simple, heving bul~ metal electrodes 
at a fixed separation of 0.57 cm. The us~al vacuum 

techniques were used, ~ut owing to the nature of the 
-8 electrodes, pressures as low as 1 0 r.~.:! He could not qui te 

be obtain3d. 

Considerable time w~s initially s~ent in developing 

the techniques of Qeasuring F~L's. The pulse from the 

pulse generator had a rise time of 10-7sec, but care had 

to be taken for the pulse which appeared across the gap 

to risz so quic~ly. Fig 18 shows the circuit which was 
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frequently used, though some of the values shown were 

modified from time to time, in order to improve the pulse 

shape. 
An interesting result of this stage of the investi

gation was the confirmation of Gozna's work (51), that the 

series resistor in the backing potential circuit influenced 

the breakdown of the gap. This is important, since it ~ 

implies that if the circuit parameters are shown to affect 

the FTL then the results are not very meaningful unless 

the complete circuit is specified. From fig 19 it can be 

seen that the FTL was essentially constant whenever the 

series resistor was less than about 2 Mohm. 

A further interesting . matter was the variation of 

the FTL with the pulse voltage. The procedure used to 

measure FTL's was described in chapter 4; essentially a 

backing voltage (Vs) and a pulse voltage (Vp ) were applied 

to the experimental gap, where (VB + Vp ) was greater than 

the sparking potential Vs. Pulse amplitudes between tOV 

and 100 V could be obtained from the pulse generator, and it 
was apparent that with the smaller pulse voltages, a 

greater backing voltcge was required, and hence the 

initial pre-breakdown current was increased, with the 

result that the FTL could perhaps be altered. Pulses of 

1 00' V, 50 Vand 10 V were used and the usual FTL vs. percent
age overvoltage curves obtained for overvoltages up to 

6%. The curves obtained were virtually identical, the 

F'i'L's from all three curves being wi thin 5~ of each other, 

for a given overvoltage. For the tubes 1 to 3 inclusive, 

a pulse amplitude of 105 Vwas used (and for tubes 4 and 5 

a pulse of amplitude about 16 V was used). 

Pulses could be obteined from the Solartron pulse 

generator by means of an external trigfer, or they could be 

trig~ered internally at rates varying from 50 per second 
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to 10,000 per second. Initially it was more convenient to 

have a signal always on the oscilloscope, and hence a 

repetition frequency of 50 per second was used. This 

procedure was quite adequate to obse~ve any trends. Fig 20 

shows some resulto which were obtained for different E/~s, 

where Po is the gas pressure, p, reduced to oOe. E/po was 

altered by varying the gaa pressure, the gap distance, d, 

remained fixed, of courae, at 0.57crn througho~t. In the 

r~nge of E/p considered, as E/p was in~reased, the FTL 

increased for a given percentage overvoltage. This is in 

agreenent with all previously published results in hydrogen. 

Go=na found (51), however, that if the pulse repeti~ 

tion period was less than about 6 sec, the FTL was altered, 

owing to a build up of charge on the cathode. surface re

ducing the sparking potential, and hence effectively re

ducing the FTL for a given percentage overvoltage. This 

suggested that in order to obtain ~eaningful results it was 

necessary to use the external triggering facility of tha 

pulse generator. 

The external trigger was initially applied from a . 

battery and a mercury switch, but this was unsatisfactory 

as it proved to be difficult s08etincs to trigger the 

oscilloscope to show breakdown. This difficulty could be 

avoided by using the oscilloocopc's provision for display· 

ing only one sweep, the trig~er for the pulse generator 

coming frou the oscilloscope at the moment the oscilloscope 

was pri~ed to receive the pulse. This procedure resulted 

in Q single pulse being displayed on the screen every time 

the appropriate control was used. 

A furt~er set of results was ta~en wit~ tube 1 ~sing 

the external trigger with a repetition period of at least 

10 sec. From fig 21 it can be seen that their shape is 

essentially that of those in fig 20. If only the general 
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variation of the FTL with overvoltage is required then it 

is quite satisfactory to use the internel triggering of the 

pulse generator; however, for the results to have soce real 

meaning, it is essential that the external trig~ering 

facility is used in order to avoid the current building up, 

under the action of an unspecified degree of charGe build

up on the electroGc's s~r;aces. 

The FTL's obtained under a given set of conditions, 

dioplayed a substantial 8catter (a standard deviation of 

N 6, atl% overvoltaee) as was only to be expected from a 

study of i.or[on' s worl<. (50). \'!orkers at ;Jwansca overcnne 

this problec of ta~nish layers on their bulk eetal elec

trodes by running a glow discharge between theQ for many 

hours, the result of the continual ion bo~bardment ~eing 

to remove the last traces of icpurities froD the cathode. 

3ince tube 1 wae only to serve as a preparatory tube for 

the principal tuhes having evaporated eetal electrodes, it 

was decided not to attecpt to reduce this scatter, but 

rather to take the F7L as being the mean of about 50 

breakdown times. 

5.3 Mathenaticel analyais of the results fron tube 1. 

In chapter 4, tte principal steps in the calculation 

of t~e FTL, usinG ~avidson's approxi~ate theory were out

lined. The actual value of the FTL obtained usine this 

theory, can ~e altered a little by varying t~~ ~agnitudes 

of soce of the constants which appear in the expressions. 

h value has to assigned to the Dagnitude of the current 

which on passing across the gap causes the voltage to 

collapse, and the FTL will Le altered as this current 

varies. Dutton et al (49) chose values ranging from 10-9A 

to 10+ 6A ; such a wide range of the postulated breakdown 

current GiG not, in fact, alter the calculated F,L very 
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Actually the factor Io/I_(O,t) appears i:1 
-7 and this was taken as being 10 for t.he 

p~csent investigation. 

Two values of the ratio photon secondary coefficient 

to generalized secondary coefficient (i.e. two values of 

!/~ = !) were considered. These were 1 and 9/10. The 
a. CL VI 

results obtained are shown in fig 22. It can thus be seen 

that this analysis indicates that the very predominant 

secondary process was the photo-electric process at the 

considered2/p of 70 ·1(c~.:::m :=g)-l, a result in general 

agreement with borgen's work. 

5.4 SumQary of results fron t~be 1. 

Tube 1 was an extremely useful tube. It was u~ed 

primarily to develop the techniques of measuring FTL'o, 

and to investigate just how the circuit parameters influ

enced the ?~L measurements. A mathematical analysis in

dicated that the predominant secondary action at en E/p 

of 70 V(cm. ~~ 3g)-1, was photon action ut the cathode. 

The reBults were obtained under conditions where the r3tl0 

of gap distance to electrode diameter (d/n) wes of the 

order ~, which is not Sl;}all enough to claim uniform fl~ld. 
conditions, and it wes decided that subsequent tubes 

should have nuch better gap geometries and also variable 

gap distances. The following sections in this chapter 

consist of the results obtained with tubes having evapo

rated metal electrodes and variable gap distances, and a 

discussion of these results. 

5.5 ReJults from tubes 2 and 3. 

These experimental tubes have been described in 

some detail in chapter 3. It was hoped that with ultrD

high vacuum techniques~ ~SQd in conjuaction 01th evapora

ted film electrode" the scatter in breakdown times would 
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be substantially reduced. Further, it was hoped that the 

electrostatic screen around the electrodes would result l~ 

a Dore unifor~ field acrose the zap. 

Tube 2 had gol~, and tube 3 bariun, evaporated onto 

the glass SuDstrates. -,'!hen the barium was first laid dovm, 

at a residual LaB pressure. of less than lo-Bom Rg, it 

appeared as an opaque layer on the electrodes and the glass 

envelope, giving a mirror like sheen. The introduction of 

hydrogen, however, resulted in this opaque layer of barium 

succenly Jeco~ing transparent. This effect has been ob

served frequently in this laboratory with getter tubes. 

L:addison (60) f.leasured the change in the work function of 

the barium surface as its appearance ch~nged, cnd found 

that the work function increased from 2.54 eV to 3.42 e~ 

both these values being somewhat smaller than the work 

function of the gold surface which was of the order of 

4.7 eV. 

Tube 2 was of better construction in that it was 

possible to vary d easily. from O.t cm to 1.2 cm. Such 

ease of wovement of the anode, and such s~all gep distances 

could not be o~tnined with tube 3 owing to the glass 

covered iron slugs which were attached to the rod from the 

anode, being too far away from the glass enve lope I th\~s 

necessitating the use of larger cagnets to vary the gap 

distance. 

It ~as ~ecided to ~easure the FTL as a function of 

the percentage overvoltage for a range of sip '8, but this 

time a set of results could be obtained at a given pressu~c, 

sip being altered by changing the gap distance. At each 

selected value of the gap distance, the FTL was measured 

for various volta~es (up to about 3% overvoltage), and froM 

these curves the FTL vs. percentage overvoltege curves 

constructed as mentioned in chapter 4. 1his procedure wos 
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repea ted for 4 gas pressures ranging from 6 mf.1 Eg to 

27.4 mG Hg. Some of these results are shown in figs 23 to 

26. The repetition period was always greater than 6 sec. 

The circuit was as shown in fig 18, except that tu;)e 2 :.~.(: 

a sericfl .. resistor in the backing potential circuit of 

:2 27\:chrn, while tube :; had a serieo resiator of 4 i'lohm. 

An attempt was also made to investigate how the FTL 

depended on the gap distance, at constant E/p , pd and 

overvoltage. An sip of nearly 70·J(c:::.::~ Hg)-1"'!8S chocc::1, 

but it was not possible to keep both E/p and p d exactly 

constant as p and d were altered. Actually j:d. was", 

maintained constant and Zip varied by about 5% from one 
" 

end of the curve to the other. Fig 27 shows the curve 

which was obtained. 

5.6 Mathematical analysis for tubes 2 and 3. 

Theoretical curves, shown in fig 29, were constructed 

for different gap widths, assuming two distinct. 

ratiosof the photon coefficient to the total secondary 

coeff icient (i. e. two values of the ratio §. I!Y = o/w), at a. a. 
E/p of 70V(cm.mm Hg)-'. The gap widths considered were 

en 

0.6 cm, 0.3 cm and 0.15 cm and the ratios of olw considered 

were 1 and 9/10. Fletcher's o./p vs. E/p curve shown in 

fig 28 was used to calculate o.'s, as his investigation, 

conducted in this laboratory, was performed under very 

similar experimental conditions, and his results were con

sider~d the best available. Values of electron and posi

tive ion drift velocities in hydrogen at the ~/p required 

are by no means very plentiful, and following Llewellyn 

Jones and Jones (53) the positive ion drift velocity was 

taken to be 10-2 times the electron drift velocity. The 

latter velocity was obtEined f~om tables quoted by 

Smeleus et al (9). 
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5.7 Discussion of resu1ts from tubes 2 and 3. 

The experimental curves obtained at pressures of 

5 mm Hg and 18.5 ms Hg~ shown in figs 23 to 26 are diffJ

c~lt to interpret, since the FTL is dependent on a number 

or factors. If it is assumed that the electrode diamete~ 

is always ~uch ereater than the gap distance, then the FTL~ 

for a given S/p and overvoltage, would be expected to 

decrease, as the ~ap distance was reduced. In practice, 

however, a decrease in gap distance implies that the ratio 

gap distance to electro~e diameter (d/n) changes. As ~~3 

gap distance increases, the loss of photons from the gap 

increases, and hence the nagnitude of the photon secondary 

coefficient would be expected to decrease. 8uch a reduc

tlon in the photon coefficient, 0/0" iI~;plies that the 

generalized secondary coefficient, w/a, is also reduced. 

This effect hes been reported in both hydrogen and mercury 

vapour in t~is laboratory (61,62). The FTL is dependent 

on the magnitudes of the two secondary proceooes, and as 

the magnitude of the coefficient of the fast~r process (o/~ 

decreases while that of the slower process (y) remains 

unchanged, the FTL will be expected to increase as the gap 

distauce increases. In addition to these two effects on 

the FTL as the gap distance changes, ror a·.~yan cap 

distance an~ electrode diameter, and for a given overvol

tage, t~e FTL has always been found to increase with E/p. 

These three factors have to be consi~ered when attempting 

to interpret the results shown in figs 23 to 25. 

The relevant experimental curves in figs 23 to 26, 

do not coincide exactly with any of the theoretical curves 

shown in fig 29. At tile very siilall overvoltazes, the cal.,.. 

culated FTL's ere substantially greater than the measured 

values. It was not possible to obtain consistent FTL's 

greater than about 20 ~sec with these two tubes. SornetimcG 
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larger FTL's were observed, but such behaviour waa not 

readily reproducible and at the next discharge, Gay, the 

gap could well not break down at all. This suggests that 

the value evaluated for the sparking potential, V , could 
s 

be a little too high, a~d thus the real overvoltagcs could 

perhaps be a little hie~er than those shown in fi3s 23 to 

26. The uncertainty in evaluating the sparking potential 

is discussed Dore fully in the next section. The magni

tudes of the FTL's at an E/p of 70 V(cm.mmHg)-1, suggest 

that the very predominant s3condary process was the catho

dic photon secondary ionization process. Jreakdown curves 

for higher 3/p's will be discussed when considering the 

results froe tube 4 in the following secti~n. 

~rom fig 27 it can be seen that et en E/p of 

70 V(cu.mm Hg)-l et 2% overvoltege, n decr-eese in the gap 

distance from 0.3 c~ to 0.15 cm reduced the FTL by a.5 ~nc~ 

The theoretical curves show that the same decrease in gap 

distance produce the serne reduction in FTL if 90% of the 

secondary action was photon action(i.e.&/w = 9/10), and if 

all SCc()!.I".r.a'y action was photon action, then the decrease 

would be 1 ~sec. The actual decrease found experimentally 

will be the result of two fectors,namely the reduction in 

the gap distance itself, and the consequent improve2ent in 

the gap geonetry. In this case, diD changes from 1/10 to 

1/20, not a very sicnificant change, and hence it is to be 

expected that tte dcc~ease in the FTL would be almost 

wholly due to the decrease in zap distance itself. This 

then suggests that the positive ion secondary process is 

active at an E/p of 70 V(c~.mrn Hg)-l, though the photon 

process accounts for up to 90% of the secondary action. 

It is apparent ttat1 the FTL's obtained with tube 3 

(with f barium electrodes) are greater for a eiven 3/p and 

overvoltage, than those found with tube 2 with gold 
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electrodes). Gozna found (51) that for a ziven :/p and 

overvoltage, the F7L was reduced when lower work functio~ 

surfaces (such os silver and copper) were used, this 

icplying that an increase in caznitude of the secondary 

coefficients is associated with a reduction in the cathode 

wort function. Jones and Llewellyn Jones (53) also 

investigated this effect, and found that a reduction in 

cathode work function of 0.23 eV had the effect of nearly 

doubling the wagnitudes of both secondary coefficients. 

It would thus be expected that the ~~L's obtain~d with 

tube 3 would be less, for the Ga~e E/p an~ overvolta3e, 

than those found with tube 2. There are, however, 

differences in the expericentol arrangeoents for the 

two tubes. The series resistors in the bac~ing 

potential circuits were different, but fron the results 

of section 5.2 the difference does not seen to be 

sufficient to appreciably alter the FTL. The gap geonctry 

was much poorer in tube 3 (the electrode diaceter, DJ W8~ 

2.5 co in tube 3, and 3.5 cm in tube 2), and thus it is 

to be expected that the F7L will be increosed for a 

given ~/p ond overvoltose with tube 3, because of the 

increased photon loss. The factor just mentioned Dight 

be sufficient to account for the differences, between the 

two tubes, but becf..use of the uncertain n{1' 're of the 

electrode surfaces of tube 3, the diSCUssion of the 

res~lts which follows in this chapter, is mainly con

cerned with the results from tube 2. 

In addition to plotting the F7L's in the oanner 

previously conoidered, an atteopt was made to investig~te 

the relationship between the F~L and the gap distance, d, 

at constant 3/p and p.d, with tube 2. ~isher end Jederson 

(36) found that there wes a linear relationship between 
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these two variables. In t~is preliminary investieatio~ 

the relation was fo~nd to be nccr:y linGer for gap distan

ces between 0.2 and 0.4 cm, but its slope increased as the 

gap distance was increased. ~his increase of slope at the 

hi3h gap Gistances could perhaps be a feature of the 

change in aap geometry as the gap distance was charieed. 

At the larger sap distances, din increases, end hence no~c 

photons are lost from the discharge esp, thus causing a 

reQuction in the cathodic photon secondary action and 

consequently an incre~se in the FTL. 

It was decided that it would be worthwhile to investi

gste further the relationship between the FTL and the g~p 

~istance. The curve obtained for tube 2 was only a p~e

licinary c~rve, there being two factors acting together 

which resulted in a decrease in FTL as the sap distance 

was decreased at a constant E/p and pd, na~ely the re4uc

tion in the gap distance itself, and the consequent chenge 

in the gap geometry. In an attempt to determine the FTL 

vs. gap distance relationship when the gap geometry was 

rnaintaine( constant (i.e. constant diD), five tubes were 

constructed having different electrode diameters ranging 

from ~.8 cm to 4.7 cm. Using these five tubes would hav~ 

enabled fiv8 points to be plotted on a FTL vs. gap distance 

curve for any selected gap 8eo~etry. Jnfortunately, 

OWing to leeks ~hich coul~ not be traced, three of the 

tubes could not be used, and of the two which were used, 

useful results were only obtained with tube 4, reproducible 

values not being attainable with tube 5. The results from 

tube 4 are discussed in the following section. 

5.8 Discussion of the results fro~ tube 4. 

Tube 4 had an ~lectrode diameter, 0, of 1.8 cw cnd 

was the sr.lollest of t~c five tubes constructeQ as a sC"~., 

to investigate the FTL vs~ gap distance relationsh!,. The 
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standard deviation of the J~~iC obtained with the first 

three tubes was quite high, and it was thought that this 

could well be a result of a slight inconsistency in the 

amplitude or the pulses. In order to reduce any such 

effects, the pulse voltage, Vp ' was reduced from 105 V to 

16 V. The electrical circuit woo of the same form as shown 

in fig 18, the pulse being led in through a 2,200 pF ca~ 

ca~oPl' a~d a 15 ohm resistor, while the series resistor in 

the backing potential circuit was 2.2 Wohm. Such an arr

angement reduced the standard deviation at 1~ overvoltage 

to N3 , when using a pulse repetition period greater than 

6 sec. 
As before, a series of FTL readings v~ taken for a 

number of voltages, and from these an estimate ~ade of the 

sparking potential, Vs. In tubes 1 to 3 this value of Vs 

was evaluated simply by estimating from a graph of FTL vs. 

(VB + Vp ), ~ which value of the total applied voltage, 
the FTL tended to infinity. This was unsatisfactory since 

the whole presentation of results, and indeed the con- '! I 

clusions which are obtained from them depend very criticnlly 

on the sparking potential. From a graph of the FTL vs. 

(Vc + Vp ), it is seen that the increase in FTL near the 

sp£rking potential is virtually exponential, and hence it 

is possible to write, to t~e first order that: 

(VB + Vp) = Vs e
bt 

where b is some ~on6tant, and t = the FTL. If then the 

FTL vs, (VB + Vp ) Curve is plotted on semi-logarithmic 

paper, and two points taken on the curve near to breakdown, 

Vs can be evaluated from the relation: 

1n Vs = (t1 1n V2 - t2 1n V~) 

(t1 - t2) 
where VI and V2 arc the values of (V3 + Vp ) at the two 
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considered pOints, and t1 and t2 are the FTL's at those 
points. This procedure was adopted for all the curves 

obtained fro~ tube 4 of FTL's vs. (VB + Vp )' and the 
corresponding FTL vs. percentaze overvoltage curve obtain
ed. These curves were then grouped together for the vari

ous gap geometries (i.e.d/D ratios) considered, and are 

shown in figs 30 to 32. 
The curves shown in figs 30 to 32 have the usual 

shap~ and the rnagnitudes of the FTL's are comparable with 

those foundw.ith the earlier tubes, though the lower pulse 

voltage did enable longer time lags to be observed than 

with tube 2, the earlier tube ~ith gold electrodes. An 

examination of the curves for the three considered gap 

geometries, shows that for a given diD, an increase in the 

displacement of the experimental curves from the origin 

was associated with an increase in E/p. This has always 

been found, a~d is interpreted in terms of a decrease in 
the ratio of the photon secondary coefficient to the gen ... 

eralized secondary coefficient (i.e. a decrease in 
r, "[ 0 / c/ ~ = w) as E P increases. Further, as was observed with 
tube 2, the FTL increases linearly (to~ithin 5%) with E/p 

for a given overvoltage, 
Atteopts were made to interpret the results with the 

aid of Davidson's theoretical expressions. Since a rarige 

of E/p was being considered, it would have been a formida

ble task to have constructed a set"of curves, such as those 
presented in section 5.6 for all the differeQt sip's. 

I~st!adIParticular curves were selected}and an estimate 
made of the importance of the two possible secondary pr9-

cesses. The mathe~atical expressions used were Davidson's 

approximate ones, the method employed having been briefly 

considered in section 4.5. Th ~e expressions are valid 
for FTL's which are greater than a few electron transit 
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times; in this experiment the longest transit time of an 
electron would have been less than 10-78ec, more than an 

order of maenitude smaller than ~ny measured FTL's, and 
hence the approximate expressions are quite cdequate fOr 
this invcotigation. They cannot~ however, be expected to 

yield e prccice value for the FTL, since they assume that 
prior to the gap bcia~r mr.rvolted there is no voltage 

across the gap: anG n~ u.v. illumination of the cathode. 

In this experiment e bac~ing voltage, VB (VB less than Vs) 

was always applied across the gap, and the cathode was 

always illurrd.na ted w.t th U. V .light. Hence there were always 

prc-breakdown cu;:'rent,s fl~wing 9.Cr05S. the gap wbich wf)ul.d 

have had the effect of rs~~cing the FTL. It was reported 

in section 5.?, however, that changing Vp from 100 V to 

10 V produced no apprecJablc change in the FTL, and hence 

the effect of the pre··breakr;own currents was quite small. 

Vf.llUC8 of a." W/CL. w+ a.nd w_ have to be inserted into 
Davidson's expressions~_ n weG t6ken from Fletcher'a 
results (61) Vi/a obtalned from Townsendts breakdown cri

terion, w·_~ extrapolated -from . lower E/p ,v,Uues (sett 'sec:- . 
] t ~' t t . O~~ tion 6 2) w w~a a .so e ILl'S aKcn ns t times w • • ,. + -

The unt;crt.ainty of the w •• and the w+ values introduced 
grave uncertainties concerning the magnitudes of the 

individual secondary coefficients, &/~ and y. 
The curves obtained for the low S/p values (aboul=-

70 V(cm.mm Hg)-l) were first considered. The calculatef1 

curves obtained for the Bame E/p assuming that the photon 

process \laS the sole secondary process, produced FTL's 

which were less than thcncasured values, and it appears 

that the positive ion process must be active, though the 
ana.lysis 9ugges ts that 909& of the secondary a:tJcr. _8 ;:h)t.on 

action at the c~ttode. This is a little higher than has 

been reported '::Jy othih' wo:-kcrs (50), though since low 
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values of 2/p were beine considered, and it is in that 

region that sip varies rapidly with p and d"it is apparent 
that small errors in measuring the gap distance or gas 
pressure could hnve produced n substantial variation in 

the pri~ary ionization coefficient. a. A further factor, 
also, could be the tQe~ that other workers were using 

different a values. Fletcher found that his alp curve lay 

lower then other deterninations, and the lower a value 

thus indicated in the gap could perhaps account for the 

higher magnitude of the ion coefficient, y. For these 

reasons then the small discrepancy with other workers at 
low s/pts ~ight well not be et all significant. 

The analysis was repeated for E/pt s of 100 end 

200 V(cm.r.lm. Hg)-1 ror both a diD of 1/10 end 1/3, with the 

sane result, that the photon secondary process was respon
sible for 90% of the totel secondary action. This is 

quite different froD the results of the work at Swansea 
(50.53) end in this laboratory (51). They had all pre
viously reported that at an Zip of 200 V(cm.mm Hg)-1, 

photon action was only responsible for 60% of the secondery 
action. If this wes so in this experiment, the FTL at 

2% oio'ervol toge with a diD of 1/3 would have been 100 fJSeC, 

a value very much greater than that measured at any time 

during this investigation. There are, however, e number 
of factors which could contribute to the discrepancy 

between these results end those found in other investi
gations. These will now be briefly considered. 

The sparking potential is an extremely important 

parameter, and a small error in that could change the FTL 

vs. percentage overvoltage curves substantially. Morgan 

and Gozna both defined their sparking petential ~s being 

the smallest voltages which produced a self-mainteined 

discharge. ~organ then applied his voltage from an impulse 
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eenerato~ (no backLng voltage was used) while Gozna used 

the same arrangement as in this experiment, the total 

voltage being the sum of a backing voltage (VD) and a pulse 

voltage (Vp ). It is questionable whethe~ Norgan's 

definition of the sparking potential was the best that he 

could have chosen, but certainly that employed by Gozna 

could introduce substantial errors into his overvoltage 

determinations. Gozna applied say 1% overvoltage, by mak

in3 (VS + vp> equal to (101/100)Vs ' where Vs was the 
sparking potential, measured by using only his bank of 

batteries, no pulse voltages being employed. He makes no 

mention of how Vp was measured, but states that a 100 V 

pulse was used, presumably the pulse voltage, Vp , was 

censured using the Tektronix 545 oscilloscope. When 

measured on the 545A oscilloscope the "100.V" pulse from 

the same pulse generator, was actually nearer 105 V, but 

such readings cannot have an error less than 5% associat~d 
~nth them. Such a 5% error in the pulse voltage readings 

wocld have produced a similar error in the applied voltase 

readings and overvoltage values, when backing voltages of 

the order of only 200 V were used. For these reasons, 

Gozna's curves showing the individual secondary coefficients 

as functions of E/p can only be regarded as being pre

liminary results. The method employed in this investiga

tion to evaluate the sparking potential, does seem to be 

better than Eorgan's and Gozna's, since it is directly re

lated to the actual breakdown measurements. Ideally, of 

cour~e, their method and the method employed here should 

produce the sa~e resurt; this was not tested in this in

vestigation except at the conclusim of the experiment, 

when the experimental tubes had quite a high ges pressure 

inside them (high p implies low E/p), and the agreement 

then was within about 2%. This need not be so at lower 
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pressures (end thus higher E/p's) thoUfh. The method used 
here, however, is far more convenient in that only a single 

set of FTL vs. applied voltage readings are required J the 
overvoltages then being easily evaluated. Fig 33 showa a 

curve of the FTL vs. (VD + Vp ) on semi-logarithmic paper, 
and it can be seen that the increase in FTL at the higher 

end of the FTL curve is virtually expone~tial, and it is 

seen to be quite impossible for the Vs ~velu~ti~n to 

be so much at fault, as would be required for a 100 ~sae 
I
,,., • 

• i • ~ t~ ~e ottsi~e~ at 2% overvoltage. 

Having oonsidered the evaluation of the sparking 

potential, some aspects of the mathematical analysis wi~l 

now bt~ conside red ° 'fhe foUl the;:1a tical expressions themselves 

are only approximate J but are expected to produce quite 

good estimates of the FTL under the experimental conditions. 

Various constants, however, have to be used in the equa~ 
tions, constants moreover which have not yet been adequate
ly measured. Values of ~ are Fletcher's values (61), and 

are considered to be the best available. Values for w/~, 

and hence the sum of &/~ and V, are calculated using 
Townsend's breakdown criterion, and hence are the relevant 
values for this experiment. Difficulty arises when the 

values for positive ion and electron drift velocities in 
hydrogen are considered (w+ and w_). 

The electron drift velocity in hydrogen, w , has not -been measured for a range of E/p greater than about . 

40 V(cm.mm Hg)-l J and hence the values for w_ at the high

er E/p's have to be extrapolated from these lower E/p 

values. The positive ion drift velocity, w+, also has not 

been measured for a large range of E/p, and at first its 
+2 value was taken as being 10 times w_o The uncertainties 

in these drift velocity values rnnke the conclusions drawn 

from the analysis very tentative. Jones and Llewellyn 
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Jones (53) have recently questioned the values for the 
positive ion drift velocity which they aad used earlier 
(53), and hove published on account of a theoretical 
analysis which was conducted in order to ascertain the 
value which the photon coefficient, &/~I could hove in the 
range 50 < Sip ~ 250 V(cm.mm Hg)-' I nnd they found that the 
maximum value for &/~ was, at higher E/p's much less than 
that estimated in their earlier paper (53) when they 
analysed their FTL curvos. They concluded that the only 

feasible reason for this was en error in w+' and they 
have found that. at an E/p of say 200 V( cm.mm Hg)-I, w 

+ 
would have to be increased by a factor of about three, in 
order that the values for the photon coefficient was re

duced sufficiently for it to agree with the value obtained 
from theoretical considerations. They haveeccordingly 
drawn 0 graph of their newly postulated values for w which + . 
is shown in fig 34, together with the values of w obtained 

+ 
from the earlier extrapolation. When Joncs and Llewellyn 
Jones used these new positive ion drift velocities they 
found that t~;:. photon coefficient remained at about a con-

-3 stant value of just over 10 over the whole range of El» 
encountered in this experiment (up to 200 V(cm.mm Hg)-1). 
while the positive ion coefficient was almost negligibly 
small up to an E/p of '00 V(cm.mm Hg)-1, at which point it 
increased rapidly until et an E/p of 200 V(cm. mm Hg)-1 it 
was at a maximum of 0.05. I-:e:n.~thelY now maintain that 
positive ion action is the predominant secondary process 
at these high E/p's, but until the drift velocities of 

the positive ions and electrons have been detercined ex

perimentally, doubts must exist as to the val\!eo of the 
secondary coefficients. If the new positive ion drift 
velocity extrapolation is used for the resulto of this ex
periment, the positive ion secondary proces& becomes 

L 
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resp~~ible for some 40% of the secondary action l at an 

zip of 200 V(crn.rnm 8e)-1. The Swansea workers estinated 

more thEn DO~ Et t~c sa~e lip. 

5.9 Conclusions from the low Overvoltage breakdown experimepts 
and suggestions for further work in this field. 

In this work a study has been r.1ade of the seconda.-y 

ionization coefficients I active in low pressure hydrogen 
discharges under small overvoltnges. At low E/p (say 

70 V(cm.mm Rg)-1), the photon process was seen to 

be the predoninant secondary process l accounting 

for up to 90% of the secondary action. As E/p increased, 
the contribution of the positive ion process increased, 

-1 
until at an E/p of 200 V(cm.mm Mg) ~ it accounted 

for some 40% of the secondary action (calculated by 

assuming Jon~'s revised positive ion drift velocity 

curyo). Other workers have found that the positive 

ion's contribution was higher than that found in this 

investigation. The discrepancy could well be a result 

of the different methods used in evaluating the sparking 
potential. The method used in this investization 
does seem to be the easiest to use in practice, and is 

more directly relevant to actual FTL measurements. The 
actual figures obtained for the relative importance of the 
secondary coefficients must still, however, be regarded 
tentatively, 8S the analysis upon ~hich the breakdown 

theory is based, requires the values of wand w A these 
+ -" 

parameters have not been measured for the whole range :of 
E/p considered in this investigation. 

It would be interesting in some future investigation 

to establish whether the different methods of evaluating 

the sparking potential do in fa~t produce identical velues 

for Vs over the whale range of E/p, and further to establish 
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the effect of va.rying the geometry of the gap. It was 

considered that these results indicated that the photon 

process would very probably be decreased in magnitude, 

as the gap distance was increased at a constant E/p, though 
no quantitative esti~ate of its importance could be cade 

without comparing the results of a series of tubes having 

different electrode diameters. 
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CHAPT2R VI 

RJSULT3 AND DISCUS3ION OF THE HIGH 

OVERVOLTAGE BREAKDOWN ~XPERIL1ENTS. 

6.1 Introduction. 
In this chapter, the work which was conducted at the 

higher overvoltases is described. DaY/son initiated the 

higher overvoltage experiments i, this laboratory, and the 

work described here is a continuat~on of his work, whiqh 

\vas considered briefly in section 2.4. The breakdown of 

highly overvolted gaps, presents quite different experi

mental problems to those found at the lower overvQ·l~gcf'J. 

discusaed in the last chapter, and further the physical 
processes involved may also be different. In the following 
section, the nature of the high overvoltage problem is 
considered, and in sections 6.3 and 6.4 the actual results 
obtained are presented. 

6.2 Breakdown under high overvoltages in hydrogen. 
The Townoend breakdown criterion at the sparking 

potential, Vs' is 

~ (ead _ 1) a 1 
a 

w ( ad At voltages less than Vs' ~ e - 1) will be less than 
unity, and at voltages greater than V , it will be greater 

s 6 
than unity. For instances where wiG. 10- I the multipli-

ad 6 cation of a single avalanche, e , is of the order of 10 , 

a multiplication high enough t.o be observed on an oscillo

scope. ''{i th hydrogen, however, at the s,parking potential, 

wla m of the order of 10-3 and hence e ad is of the order 

103 , a value too small for the avalanche growth to be 

detected. At very much higher overvoltages, it should be 
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possible to increase this multiplication to a value which 
would allow the growth of a single avalanche to be de
tectable with an oscilloscope. 

Under the conditions encountered ln the low over
voltage breakdown experiments, reported in chapter 5, 

three ionization processes could have been active. The 
primary, G, process was the only process active in the 
gas, while the photon secondary process, ale, and the 

positive ion process, y, could have been active at the 
cathode. At highnr overvoltages, FTL\s can be observed 
which are so sho~t that the positive ion proro'ss could 
not have been active, and sometimes the photon pro-
cess could not have been active either. Under these con
ditions, breakdown can involve a primary process alone. 

It should be noted, however, that gas photo-ionization 
could also be possible at very high overvoltages, there 
bein, much evidence to show that when it is active, t.h~ 

breakdown proces's can be very much faster, and quite 
differcht from the Townsend model. This faster process, 
known usually as the streamer process was considered 
briefly in section 2.3 and though being generally~acc&p

te~ has not been universally accepted. ~orkers at Swansea 
still refuse to accept the validity of ~he theory and are 
still attemptins to interpret their experimental results, 
under conditions where space c~arges bc~ome importa~t, ~y 

postulating amended values for the secondary coefficient,s, 

6/G and y (~3). 

If the FTL was so short that breakdown could ~ave 
been a primary process alone, then a valu~ for the 
"apparent drift velocity" of the elec.trons can be calCU
lated from the equation 

I = .9!!:. e Gw .. t 
d 
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~here I is the smallest current which can be observed on 
-3 

t~e oscilloscope, 8.10 AI q is the electronic charge~ 
d is the gap distance, t is the FTL, w_ is tha drift 

velocity of the electrons and a is the primary ionization 
coefficient. For a current of S.10-3

A to be created in a 
ad single avalanche, the multiplication, e ,has to be at 

8 ad least equal to 10 , and hence if e is greater than or 

equal to 108 , the gap would be expected to break down 

in a time less than or equal to the electron transit time 

(assuming values of a are unaffected by the avalanche 

growth). The electron drift velocitYI w_' has not been 

measured in hydrogen for all the E/p range encountered in 

this experiment. In order to obtain an estimate of its 

valuc l the cur.ve obtained for the very low E/p region has 

to be extrapolate~ to higher E/p values. Dawson adopted 
6 E 1/2 the extrapolation, w_ a 6·2.10 (p - 40) , t".Lr,d thiH will. 

be usec. in ·i:..h!'s .tr.vestigation also. The ;'apparcnt drift 
velocity" of the electrons crossing the gap can, of cou:t:'se, 
be modified by a number of factors. At the high ovcr
voltages considered, the multiplication of a single 

avalanche will be so high, that space sharge fields will 
develop which could appreciably alter the drift velocity. 
The variation 01' "appa rent d:-ift veloc.t ty" with E/p ~"'I)und 

with tube 0 will be consl~ered in section 6.4, while in 

section 6.3 the re3ults of some prclimLnary teata will 

be described. 

6.3 Preliminary tests. 

Be~ore any results were taken to investigate the 

active breakdown process, Q short investigation was con

ducted to establish the importance of some of the experi
mental features which could be altered. 
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u.v. sources~ 

Two types of mercury U.V. lamps were available in 
this laboratory, one operating et high pressures and the 

other at low pressures. 30th were usually run from an 

A.C. supply. Dawson used a low pressure lamp which he ran 
from the usual A.C. supply, but there did seem to be t~e 
very real possibility that the nature otfthe light out-put 
from the A.C. discharge could influence the FTL. Both 

lamps were used in these tests, and efforts made to run 

them from a D.C. supply, in an attempt to establish 

whcrther any variation in the FTL could be obtained. The 

low pressure laop required a current of some 100 rnA to 

function adequately, while the high pressure lamp required 

a current of several amps. It was actually quite a 

straight-forward matter to run the low pressure lamp ffom 

a D.C. supply. The voltage source was a stabilised power

pack, and wit~a 8uitabl~ resJstor in the circuit a current 

of about 150 mA, at a voltage of 150 V was passed through 
the lamp. The circuit resistor consumed a lot of power, 
and it was found convenient to use an electric light 
bulb as that resistor. In order to examine the FTL'B 

accurately, the traces were photographed. Visual obse~

vation was of lit tIe use, owing to the very short pel'sis
tance time of the screen. 

The FTL's obtained from tubc 6 using the diff3re~t 
U. V. lnmps were first examincd. 'rhc high pres (Jure InYr.~ 

could only be used from the A.C. supply, but the low ' 

pressure lamp was run from both an A.C. supply and a D.C. 

supply; in thc latter case, currents of 70 mA and 1[;0 mA 

were drawn. 60 brcakdowns were recorded for each lamp, 

and the results, shown in fig 35,obt",ined. The low 

pressure lamp, when drawing the highl:~' D.C. current cor. be 
seen to produce the least spread in FTL's. It i3 very 
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probable that thls ls a result of the increase in inten
'sity Of the light output, obtained by running the lamp on 
'50 MA fr~~ t~h. D.C. supply. Th~mas, in this laborator-y .. 
uaed Q .imilar lamp ~n order to produce the initial ph.~ew 
~lectric ~urrent across her experimental gap, and she found 
that the cur.e~t 10 , was doubled on changing from the A.C. 
supply to a150 mA, D.C. supply. All the subsequent 
results reported in this chapter are taken with the low 
pressure IOfJp run trom a D.C. supply taking a current of 

150 mA. The results Obtained from the low pressure lamp 
when only a 70 mA current was being drawn from the D.C. 
supply, and when the A.C. supply wos being used, show the 
scme FTL as occuring most frequently, but there is a much 

wider spread in the FTL's, presumably due to the decreased 

int~ity of the light output. The results obtained trom 
the higher pressure lamp are somewhat different from those 
obtained with the low pressure lamp; the spread in FTL's 
is very high, and the FTL which occurs most frequently 
is about 4 nsec higher than for the other lamp. The light 
spectra from the two lamps~, of course, a little dif
ferent. 99% of the emission from the low pressure lamp 

o 
is in the 2536 A line, while the emission from the hi~h 
pressure la~p is spread over a wider range, and it could 
well be that the intensity of ,the rad!o':,ion in the hJ.gh . 
pressure lO;-"PJ capable of producing photo-electrons Wos. 
less thon in the low pressure lamp. The low pressure 

lamp functioned quite adequat".y and hence it was' dec1ded 
to use it for 011 the subsequent readings. It ~hould be 
noted clso, that these histograms were obtained quite 
early In the In.eltlgatlon, at which-~lme the electrodes 
had had only a preliminary cleaning treatment. After the 

electrodes had been cleaned again, using the eddy current 
heater, the spread in the FTL's was further reduced. 
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Effect ~.2.. 

The effect of reducing 10 by increasing the distance 
j~tW3 :r.. ";;he 1·._:1~;·. Clr.d ca.thode nc~a ols:) (;oi1sidered. '['h.r:; 

smallest lamp-cathode distonce obtoinab!c wos 11.5 cm 
(and was used when obtaining the results shown in fig 35), 
and using such 0 volue, it wos qu~te a simp1e matter to 
decide which was the most frequentlY occuring 'TL. On 
increosing the !omp-cothode distance to 18.5 cm, wh1ls 
u~ing the low pressure lo~p with a current of 150 mA, the 

same FTL was seen to occur most frequently, but the dis

tribution of FTL' s was very much wider and the pefll~. much 

less 9ronounced. On increasing the lamp-cathode distar.ce 
to 24 cm it wos no longer possible to determine a F':'L 

which occurr~d most. frequently, the FTL' s being distrib-..ted 

over some 20 nsec. To have taken the mean of these aa 
being the FTL would have produced a value some ~O nsec 
grcnter than the FTL which occurred most frequently t'vr 
the smallest lamp-cathode distance. 

Effect of different repetition periods. 

Different repetition periods were used, ranging troe 
2.5 s~c to 20 sec. No nppreciable difference was found 
in the distribution of FTL's over the whole of this ruugc. 
A repetition period of about 5 sec was used for all the 
results quoted l~ter. 

Summary of the preliminary te8t~ 

For the low pressure Inmp, nnd lamp-cnthode dist~n_ 
ccs which could be considered in these tests, intcnsities 
could be obtained which were sufficiently high to reduce 
undesirable statistical flucuCltions in the FTL's to an 

Clcceptable level. The most frequently occuring FTL (where 
such Cl value could be determined), did not change as the 
light intensity from the low pressure Inmp was changed~ 
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The low pressure lamp as used in this experiment would 

produce an initial photo-electric current of the order of 

10-11 A, this proving to be quite adequate to enable the 
e 

FTL to be obtained satisfacprily. 

In this section the tests carried out to determine 
the best way of illuminating the cathode and of applying 

the voltages to the gap have been described, and the prac
tice considered to be best outlined. In the following 

section the results obtained in the major part or the in
vestigation are presented and discussed. 

6.4 Results and diocussion of the results from tube 6, 

It was convenient in this experiment to measure 

FTL's for a range of E/p's ac constant gas pressure (and, 

of course, gap distance). It was explained in section 2.4 

that the concept of a sparking potential, and a preCise 

overvoltoge, are not really meaningful under the condi
tions of this experiment, and hence the experimental 

results are first prescn~ in the form of a FTL vs. E/p 
curve. The actual E/p applicable for any particular 

charging voltage, has first to be determined. The PUl3C 
is attenuated on travelling along the cables to the 

experimental tube, by an amount which can be estioated 

by examining the actual voltage pulse on the oscilloscope, 
The experimental tube is shorted out, the puls~ being 
fed across the auxiliary spark gap: through the 825 ohm 
resistor a.nd into the oscilloscope. The sensitivity of. 

the oscilloscope is 10 V per cm, hence to examine higher 
voltage pulses, attenuators were required. The 

attenuation for the pulses passing through the cables to 

the experimental tube was found to be 17~, and in fact 

increased slightly as the voltage pulse amplitude was in~ 

creased. All the FTL's were ne~~ured visually, it being 
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~c8ily Ge~n which wes the most frequently occuring value, 

ond this time being defined os the FTL for those parti~u

lar conditions. Fig 36 shows the results obtained with 

tube 6 , the different curves being obtained at different 

pressures. From these curves it can be seen that at a 
given pressure, the FTL always decreases os E/p 

increases, and that at any given E/p, the FTL decreases 
as the pressure increases. Fig 37 shows the results of 

the calcula~ions to find the apparent drift velocity of 

the electrons, assuming that all the breakdowns considered 

in fig 36 were, in fact, single avalanche breakdowns. 

It is ap~arent from these two figures that some 

process is active which tends to retord the avalanche 

growth as it crosses the gap. 30me of the pOints shown on 
ad 8 fig 37 relote to points where e is higher than 10 and 

yet breakdown takes longer than the expected ele~tron 

transit time. Such behaviour suggests that high. posit1vo 

ion space charge fields de'Velop near the. anode which tu'e 

high enough to slow down the motion of the electrons at 

the rear of the electron swarm, thus effectively reducing 
the value of the primary ionization coeffiCient, G. This 
thus causes the electron cloud to becom~ distended end 

causes the overage drift velocity of the electrons to the 
anode to be reduce~. It bcco~~n 

ad 
appa~ent that the multiplication, e ,obtained by using 
Fletche~'s G valuas will give quite erroneous values fc~ 
the actual multiplication. 

Having seen that space charges ore created in the gap 

which ten~t to retard the. avalanche growth, the variation 

o~he FTL with E/p for a given pressure can now be under

stood. As E/p increases, alp increases, and hence the 

theoretical multiplication in an avolanr.he os it crosses 

the gap also increases (ad = p.d • alp). Thus even though 
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~ is reduced by th~ space charge effects, the increaBe in 
the theoretical multiplication implies that the actual 

multiplication of the initJal avalanche will be increased, 

and hence its contribution to the production of the break

down current will be enhanced. Secondary processes thus 

decline in importance os E/p, and hence the initial 8as 
multiplication, increases. It should be noted also, 

however, that while the contribution from the seconda~y 

effects might be expected to decrease in significance for 

the higher E/p's, the actual magnitude of the photon 

cathode coefficient will in fact be increased slightly at 

the higher E/p's. This would tend to reduce the FTL's 
at the higher Z/p's, though its effect may not be at all 

significant, since as the FTL is decreased, the number of 

photons which could produce seconda.y electrons from the 

cathode will be reduced. 

The variation in FTL with pressure, for 0 given E/p 

con also be understood in terms of the multiplication of 

the initial avalanche. For a given E/p, ~p will of course 
a.d be constant, and hence the gas multiplication e will 

increase os the pressure increases (~d = Pd._ n/p). Aeain 
this implies that the FTL will be determined more by the 

growth of the initial avalanche, the contribution froQ the 

secondary processes decreasing as the pressure incr~a$es. 
In addition to this foetor, the redu~ed diffUsion ot 'tt-.e 
electron swape at the higher pressures could also result 
in the multiplication of the initial avalanChe being 
enhanced. 

The rcs8111t.s obtaine.d from tube 6 can thus be ex

plained qualitatively. It must also be recembered that 

the FTL's obtained at the high E/p end of all the experi

mental curves are comparable with the voltage puloe rise 

time and hence are someWhat unreliable; too much 
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consideration should not therefore be given to these FTL's. 

Dawson obtained slcilar results to those shown for tube 6, 

thoug~ when plotting the apparent drift velocities, he 

found that his apparent drift velociti~~ were sornetim~s 

very much greater than the extrapolated drift velocity 

curve. This was not found in this investigation with tube 
6, though there are several possible factors which could 

result in such 0 difference. The calculation of the actual 

voltage pulse height is dependent on the measuring of the 

attenuation factor for the pulse os it passes along the 

cables. This cannot be determined with on error less thnn 

5%, and slight fluctuations in the pulse amplitude of at 

least 5% r.long the length orJthe pulse, imply that. that 

E/p stated as abscissae has a substantial error associnted 

with it. Further, the rise time of the pulse (5 nsee in 

this experiment, but only 2 nsec in Dawson' s) is of U:c 

samb ordereo some of th~ FTL's measured in this experiment. 
Thus the discrepancies between these results and 

Dowsonfs, could well be accounted for by the errors 

associated in the experiments themselves. Because of the 

errors associated with the results and the difficulty 

of obtaining a quantitative estimate of the space charge 

effects, it ie not possible with the experimental arrange

me"ts ~sed, to obtain more than the qualitative eff~ct8 of 

varying the pressure and E/p. It was considered that nome 
further information could be obtained by varying the gn~ 
distance, and thus 1;90 further tubes, numbers ., and 8, 

were constructed having gap distances of 0.75 cm and 

1.21 cm. The results from these tubes are presented in 

the following section. 

6.5 Results and discussion of 4 th ':) results f,rom tUbes ,7 ~.u..<LL. 

Figs 30 rlOd 39 shoVl the curves of FTL vs. E/p fo .... 
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tubeo 7 and 0, where it can be oeen that th~ curves have a 

very similar shape to those froD tube 6, though of course 

are disploced to lower E/p values. The same effects on 

the FTL of pressure at a constant E/p, and of E/p at a 

constant pressure can be observe~, and presumably are . 

again a feature of the increased initial avalanche multi

plication as either the pressure increases foe a given E/p, 

or E/p increases for a given pressure. 

It is interesting to consider the expected electron 

transi t tiDes) shown on f.~.g3 36, 38 and 39, which have 

been calculated using extrapolated drift velocity values. 

The transit time curve can only be regarded tentatively at 
this stage. For br(~akdowns ';',i th 1"TI:.' G kll H..~ ~.r;r 
times on figs 36, 38 and 39, the avalanche multiplication 

is ~dequate to produee brcnxGown in the nbscnce of spacG 

charge, and further, if the FTL is less than 10 nsec, then 
the contribution of any secondary processes ~an only be 

very small. It is ;osgib~e to compare two FTL's 

at an E/p of 180 V(cm.mm IIg)-l with tubes 6 and 7. Con

sider the 33.9 mm Hg curve with tube 6 Ilnd the 17.7 mm lig 

curve with tube 7. The product of pressure and distance 

for both tubes is very nearly the seme, and if it is 

assumed that such breakdowns are single avalanche break

downs, then the ratio of the expect~d FTL's can be cal

culnted froo the equation: 

as 

aw t 
I = ctW_ c -

-a 

FTL(t.ube 6) 

FTL(tube 7) 
= 

17.7 In(0.3e • 1/<1\'1_1 

33.9 ln ( 0.75 • I/ qw _) N 
1/2 

where I is the current taken to indicate breakdown, q is 
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the elecUronic charge and w is the electron drift velocity. 

!n fact the F7L obtained with tube 6 is 3/4 of that obtai

red with tu~e 7, which is an indication that the break

down mieht well be a single avalanche breakdo"n. The 

value of ~d is 24.4 in tube 6 and 26.6 in tube 7 which are 
somewhat greater than the value of 20 which would be ex~ 

pected to be sufficient to indicate breakdown in the 

absence of space charge, though it is hardly surprising 

that the theoretical ~d is greater than 20, since it is to 

be expected that the value of ~ in the tubes will be le~s 

than Fletcher's values becnuse of the space charge effects e 

If the curves for tubes 6, 7 and 8 are compared, ~t 

can be seen that for a given E/p and pressure, the FTL 

decreases as the gap distance increases. This behaviour 

can be explained qualitatively in that in the higher gap 
distances, the initial avalanche multiplication will be 
increased, and hence the contribution of the secondary 

avalanches will become increasingly less significant as 

the gap distance increases, the FTL becoming more pre
domir.antly equel to the growth time of the initial ava

lanche. This behaviour is perhaps made clearer when tn~ 

apparent drift velocity curves for tubes 6 and 7 (cal

culated from the FTL cUl~es) are examined. The apparent 

drift velocity increases wit~ gap distance for a given El? 
and pressure, implying that at larger gap distances the 

breakdown io tending towards single avalanche breakdown. 

The larger gap distances will also have the effect of re

ducing the charge density in the gap at any particular 

pOint, thus the reduction in ~ values will also be expec
ted to be smal1e~. 

The apparent drift velocity curve for tube 8 is at 

first confus!nz, in that for the higher pressures the 

apparent drift velocities all lie above the extrapolateJ 
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values, even tho~gh the FTL's are so@etiues loncer than 

the expected transit times. The reason for thi3 is t~at 

the expected electron transit time is calculated from the 

extrapolated drift velocity curve, while the apparent 

drift velocity curve is calculated froD the FTL curves, 
and these two sets of curves are quite d.istinct. The 

first pair mention0d are merely postulated quantities ~x

trapolated from other experimental data, while the latter 

pair are calculated from the experi~ental points, assum

ing U~at breal(down is by a single avalanche (w'.1ich it SO!':1e

ti~es quite definitely is not). If we then consider an 
actual point on the ex~)erirJental F'i'L curve, say at an F.1/p 

of 55 V(cm.mm HZ)-1 and a pressure of 22.9 mm Hg, where 

the FTL Is 60 nsec, some 7 nsec longer than the expected 

electron transit (calculated fro~ extrapolated drift 

velocity values), the apparent drift velocity is calc~la
ted by assuming that the breakdown is by a single ava-. 

lanche and finding the value of w in the equation above -
which in fact will produce the breakdown current of 

8.10-3 A. Such a value of apparent drift velocity is 

found to be greater t~1fm the extra!'ol)ed drift velocit.y. 
Thio calculation, :'wwever, takes no account ofjthe varia

tion in G, und takes no account of the contribution Of 

sedondary electrons. Thus (GW_t) has to reach a certain 

value to produce breakdown, and L"! this case when the F"i'L 
(=t) is only about 13% zreater than the electron translt 

ti:le, the value of w_ has £llso to be increased for the 

single transit model. Physically this is absurd, since 

for a longer crossing time the drift velocity must of 

course decrease, this absurd result being a feature of 

the incorrect codel euployed. This is not observed at the 

smaller gap distances, where the FTL 1c usualiy many times 

the electron crossing tine, and sooetimes more than en 
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order of magnitude greater than the expected electron 
crossing time. In these smaller gap width breakdowns, 

the value of the FTL is so large that the w in the equat--
tion is usually found to be smaller than the extrapola

ted drift velocity values. Thus the results of the cal~ 
culations for snaller gap widths, fit in with the physical 

model, while at the larger gap widths, the inadequacies of 

the model become apparent and absurd results ensu~. 

6.6 Conclusions to be drawn frow the high o~ervoltage experf~ 

menta and suggestions for further work. 

If it is assumed that the extrapolated curves of 
apparent drift velocity are valid, then the results from 

tubes 6 and 7 indicate that the positive ion space char$es 

'.'lhich develop as the initial Qvalanche crosses the gap, 

hO'le the effect of retarding the growth of the avalanche, 

This conclUsion has been obtained from a consideration 
of the experimental FTL curves, and of the apparent drift 

velocity curves, where it can be seen that high t~corcti
cnl ~d velues orc preoent in some dischQ~ge8 where the 

apparent drift velocity is st~ll very much sm~ller then 

the extrapolated drift velocity curve, and it is found 
that when the theoreticol gas uultiplic~tion (e~d) in the 

first avalanche is increased (by changinc E/p, pressur~ or 

gap distance) that the appareat drift velocity values do 
tend to approach (and some times even meet) the extrapo-, 
lated drift velocity values. 

In both tubes 6 and 7, the breakdown could so~eti~es 
have been produced by a pri;:.ary avalonche, and two dis- . 

charges were considered which tended to confirm this. With 

tube 0, however, the electron crossing ti~e was so large, 
that in the time which an electron would take to crORS 

the gap, secondary action would have be~n active, and ~ 

would hove contributed to the current growth. Secondary 
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action could have been photo-electric action at the 

cathode (5/0.), or it could Ilave !Jeen photo-ionization in 
8 the gOSe Gas Qultiplications of about 10 have usually 

been quoted os being necessary for the creation of a 

streamer, but it has olre~dy been stated in this chapte~, 
that exactly the sace Dultiplication was required for 

breakdown to be recorded on the oscilloscope. ThuD this 

experiment could not establish whether any streamers were 

created or not. The fact that secondary action was active 

clurinz t21e tir.1e an electrQl toJes to cross the gap, however, 
does imply that with the present apparatus, attempts at 

obtaining single avalanche breakdown (where the current 

growth is unaffeoted by any secondary effects) by increap

ing the gap distance will not be successful. In particur 

lar, the contribution of secondary avalanches, active as: 

a result of the cathode photon process (8/a.) tend to corn; 
plicate the discharges very considerably. 

This experiuent has been interesting, in that it 

has bee.n shown very clearly that the development of high 

positive ion space charges have a very pronounced effect 

on the temporal zrowth of discharges in low pros.sure 
hydrogen at very high overvoltages. There are so many i 

variables to be considered, however, that very little : 

quantitative data may be obtained fro~ a measurement of 

the FTL alone. In order to obtain such information cop
carning the actual reouction in a. or drift velocity th~ 

experiment will need to be modified considerably. Perhaps 
a cathode mode of a wire gauze would reduce the 

cathode photon secondary process to a negligible level. 

Further, using a core pwerful U.V. lamp it would be in

teresting to determine whether it is possible to increase 

the initial number of electrons present at the cathode~ BS 

the pulse arrives, to . a value which would affect the 
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FTL. Another apprDach which could yield very useful 

results would be to use a sensitive photo-cell in an 

attempt to follow the tip of the avalanche as it crosses 
the gap. 

6.7 Conclusions froQ both low and high overvoltage experiments. 
I 

The work described in chapters 5 and 6 is quite 

distinct, and the nature of the breakdown processes in-

volved in each investigation . quite different. At 

low overvoltases, the relative impor.tance of . two pO$~ 

sible secondary processes was determined for an E/p up to 

200 V(cm.rnm Hg)-l. The photon process was seen to be the 

predominant secondary process over the whole E/p range 

considered. In the high overvoltage investigation, FTL's 

were measured so short that the positive ion secondary 

process could not have bee~ active, and sometimes not 

even the photon process.This latter investigat.ion was thes 

concerned not so much with the secondary processes as 

with the primary, a, process, and the effects of the de. 
velopment of very high positive ion space charge fields. 
They were seen to ret~rd the avalanche ~7owth in seneral. 
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